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PART I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
CHAPTER I 
DROUGHIg AND FAMINES 
DEFINITION AND HISTORY 
Droughts are one of the most serious natural hazards 
to mankind. Historical evidences show that, all over the 
world droughts have been the root cause of HBHUEBS and It Is 
more so In India whose agrlcuiture la mainly dependent on 
the nature and distribution of rainfall. 
They are generally understood as periods of dryness 
due to lack of rain. The concept of drought varies from 
place to place depending upon the normal climatic conditionSi 
available water resources,agricultural practices and various 
other economic activities of the region. The British Rain-
fall Organization defined an "absolute drought" as a period 
of at least 15 consective rainless days. According to US 
Weather Bureau drought occurs whenever the rainfall for a 
period of 21 days or longer Is 30 per cent of the average 
for the time and the place.^ Tenessee Valley authority me-
.teorologlsts defined drought similarly. The India Meteoro-
logical Department, in their annual summaries and monthly 
weather reports classify drought-s as slight, moderate and 
severe when the defect of rainfall Is 11 to 25 per cent, 
26 to 50 per cent and below 50 per cent.3 Ramdas defined a 
we%k of drought as period of seven days with the actual 
total rainfall equal to half the normal or less.^ 
1. The British Rainfall Organization, British Rainfall. Air 
Ministry Meteorological Office,London,1936• 
2. Henry,Alfred J, Drought in "Climatology of tte United States". 
US Weather Rev Bull 0. (WB No 361), I906, P 51-8, 
3. Semlner on Drought (Bangalore)(1968).Proceedings.1972 
Bangalore,University of Sgricultural Sciences, P 26. 
^, Ramdas,LA, Rainfall and agriculture, Ind J Met and Geophys* 
1,lf;l95o;562,7J+. 
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Encyclopaedia Brltanrtjca explains drought as results 
from long-continued dry weather and lack or in-sufficiency 
of rain which causes exhaustion of soil moisture,suffering 
of plants from lack of water, depletion of undergroufid 
water supplies and reduction and eventual cessation of 
atrearaflow. Only when the rate of rainfall exceeds the rate 
of evapotran-spiration is there a surplus of water for soU 
moisture recharge,ground water recharge, and runoff. On the 
other hand, when the rate of transpiration exceeds the 
rate of percipitation, moisture in the root zone of the soil 
will be used up. So long as soil moisture is deficient, 
water cannot pass through the root zone to replenish ground 
water, nor does it produce appreciable amiaunts of surface 
runoff. Ground water sustains stream flow; but, as long as 
there is no ground water recharge, the ground water reserves 
will gradually decline and stream flow will diminish. Thus 
the various aspects of drought are interrelated.5 
It is evident that drought cannot be defined as a 
shortage in rainfall alone because such a definition would 
fail to take into account the amount of water that is needed. 
Furthermore, the effect of a shortage of rainfall depends 
on whether the soil is moist or dry at the beginning of the 
period. Drought begins only when the xregetation can no 
longer absorb water from the soil rapidly onongh to replace 
that lest to the air by transpiration. It does not necessa-
rily begin on the day that rain ceases but rather only wlaan 
soil moisture is exhausted. 
The drought is, however, understood differently by 
the experts of different fields of knowledge. To the meteoro-
logist, drought is a rainless situation for an extended p 
period during which some parHclpitation should have been 
normally received depending upon the geographical location 
5. Encyclopaedia Britannica. 1966,7. P 699. 
of the place and season of the year. The agricultnrl^st con-
siders drought as a shortage of moisture for his crops, 
while the hydrologist views it as being responsible for dep-
ression of surface and underground water levels or diminution 
of streamflows. To the economist, on the other hand drought 
means a water shortage adversely affecting the established 
econoh^r in the region. 
There are three basic types of drought. The first 
called permanent drought, is characterstic of the driest 
climates. The sparse vegetation is adapted to drought, and 
agriculture is impossible except by irrigating through the, 
entire crop season. In regions of permanent drought stream 
flow is absent; there is no runoff except locally when a 
rate rain occurs. The second, or seasonal drought is found 
in the climates that have well-defined rainy and dry seasons. 
The third kind of drought results from the fact that rain-
fall is irregular and variable every where. These are con-
tingent droughts. They are due to the accidental failure 
of rainfall and not certain to occur in any definite season, 
but they are most probable in summer when water needs of 
plants are greatest. They may occur almost everywhere, even 
in the areas of seasonal drought, but are most characterstic 
of subhumid and humid climates. They very greatly in inten-
sity and time of occurence and cannot be anticipated. 
A fourth type can be recognized as invisible drought. 
Even when siammer showers are frequent they may not supply 
enough water to restore that lost by evaporation and trans-
piration. The result is a boderline water deficiency that 
cuts crop yields to a small fraction of the potential. When 
water is supplied to the crops by irrigation to make up 
the deficiency, crop yields increase twofold and threefold. 
/ , 
After defining the term "Drought" and considering 
its various aspects and kinds we now come to its immediate 
aftermath which is generally known as famine• 
Famines are commonly defined as widespread and 
extreme scarcity of food. In 1867 the word •Famine' was 
defined by the Famine Commission of that year "as suffering 
from hunger on the part of large classes of population". 
Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences^famine "as a state of 
extreme hunger suffered by the population of a region as a 
result of the failure of the accustomed food supply".® 
International Encyclopedia of Social Sciences gives the 
somewhat similar definition of the term. According to it 
"truefamine is shortage of total food so extreme and pro-
tracted as to result in widespread pressisting hunger, not-
able emaciation in many of the affected population, and a 
considerable elevation of community, death rate attributable 
7 
at least in part to deaths from starvation."'Bhatia criti-
cizes these definitions as this description of the calamity 
is valid only under primintive and mediaeval conditions of 
economic life. Due to lack of means of transport and absence 
of well-established channels of trade man under those con-
ditions had to subsist en food raised either by himself or 
by others in his immediate neighbourhood. The people of a 
region, in the event of a local failure of crops, cannot 
look to other parts of the country, much less beyond their 
national frontiers, to make up the deficiency in their 
current food supply. Famine under these conditions,therefore, 
means absolute want of food in the affected region and the 
high and the low all suffer alike from its ravages when it 
occurs.8 
6. Southard.FA.Famine.Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences. 
1931,5, P 85. 
7. Bennett.MK.Pamine.International Encyclopedia of Social 
Sciencis, 1968,5, p 322. 
8. Bhatia,Famines in India,1860-1965, ed,l967, p1. 
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Modern developments industry, trade and transport 
have Jbronght a radical change both in the meaning and nature 
of the famine problem. Instead of abolute want, famine,undter 
modern conditions, has come to signify an abrupt and sharp 
rise in food prices which renders food beyond the reach of 
the poor who suffer starvation. In a modern famine, food 
may be available at all times in the market but prices are 
so high that the poor people cannot purchase it,9 
It may be explained in other words. When food is 
cheap and employment is not restricted the people earn some-
thing and Kuy food with &0^ of their meagre income. That 
is the normal non-famine picture of the Indian Bconony. 
When the price of food rises and emplojonent becomes scares 
the people earn less that what is required to but a minimum 
quanttuQ of food and famine begins to sweep the land. So, 
the question of famiiw is one of tigh price and lack of 
gainful employment, ^ 
The connotation of the term has now undergone of 
radical change. It is not only the total scarcity of food-
grains that causes the famine and consequently the starva-
tion but it is the purchasing power of which the masses of 
a region have been deprived, When they are thrown out of 
employment and can earn nothing for their livelihood the 
nature's vagaiy famine casts its shadow on the region. The 
Famine Commission of 1880 remarked, "Though there was enough 
food in the country to feed the entire population,even in 
the worst years, yet people were lacking the means to pur-
chase it". 
A somewhat different interpritation of the term his 
been pti^ forwarded by an eminent economist. Malthus defines 
9. Ibid, pi. 
10.MR 121, k; 1967? 2k2 
e 
famine as nature's vray of controlling population vithln 
the limits of available food and convenience. This is what 
Darwin called Natural Selection by ruthless process of 
elimination.^^ 
Encyclopaedia Britannice traces out the histoiy of 
famine as early as h^6 BC when thousands of starving people 
in Rome threw themselves into the Tiber. ^ 2 AD remined us 
a great famine in Egypt. In India the history of famine 
begins from 650 when the whole of the country was caught 
by this natural calamity. Since, then the figures show that 
India had been stricking by famine in every century. Fran 
11V8 to 59 India had been encountering with this menace 
for 11 years. In 19th century from I899 to 1901 ten lakhs 
people we*^ perished in India due to famine. Government 
spent one crore of rupees on famine relief. At one time 
about ^5 lakhs of people were on the relief works. While 
in 20th cfiBtury a great famine in Bengal in 1^3 perished 
almost 15tOO,000 lives.''^ 
Though several preventive measures have been taken 
by the Government after In-dependence to mitigate the mag-
nitude of the problem but, unfortunately, the countrymen 
could not get rid of the shackles of the menace till today 
when almost 27 years of independence have passed. During 
the period, which I have selected to study the multifocal-
ness of the problem, the sever droughts and famines have 
occured in different states of the country. NK Swami remark^ 
that in 1968 the distress in Orissa is more widespread than 
in 1967 or 1966.^3 It shows that the State has been s 
stricken continuously for three years. 
11. 2i 1968, May 12| 8b. 
12. VA 9,2.3, 1969J 22. 
13« Swami,HK. Orissa faces third of drought: widespread 
distress, Ti I968, Jun 17J 6 g-h. 
*v 
The calamitous conditions in Bihar in 1967 cannot 
be overestimated. The Chief Minister of Biher narrates 
the famine situation in the state which had surpassed 30 
famines during the ninety years of British Raj after the 
1857 rebellion.'•^ While Indradeep Suha treats the Bihar 
famine as the worst during the last hundred years and 
clearly points out that it is not only due to total failure 
of monsoon during the last year but also because of the 
treflc failure of all the five year plans to take suitable 
measures.''? In 1973 Bihar was hit by such an acute man-made 
famine that people demanded poison to die respectfully If 
they donot edibles."Jfi 
In the desert of Rajasthan It had not rained for 
eight years, The long dry spell compelled the masses to 
migrate with their livestock in search of food and fodder. 
The Jaisalmer is the worst affected area.^7 
According to a Rajasthan folklore when somebody 
asked "famine" about its whereabout, It replied.''8 
*' dy feet lie In Poogal (in Bikaner), 
main body In Merta (Nagaur district), 
my arms stretch upto^ Banner, 
sometimes I may be found in Jodhpur 
but resting place is Jaisalmer". 
The unfortunate inhabitants of this vast tract of 
desert have, for generations, accepted scarcity and famine 
as normal modes of existence. The famine which overlook 
parts of Rajputiana in I860 was the worst known. Since the 
formation of Rajasthan in I9'*9i drought conditions have 
1^, SlnhB,M« Famine under control. Yo.1ana 11,19? 1967$ 
15. Slnha,!, Will centre discharge its responsibility? 
M 15,19? 1967? 7. 
16. Ravindra Kishore,1973.Bihar•s man-made famine.Organiser 
27,6?1973| 9-10.' 
17. Rana,NN.Jaisalmer caravan in search of food and fodder. 
Statesman 1968, Sep a^ f. 7 a-b, 
18. ET 1970? Jan 3; 6a. 
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prevailed in s£»ne parts pf or the other vary from 500 to 
200 Km J 9 
Almost a l l the states of the India remain in the 
grip of drought and famine but $h d i s t r i c t s of the country 
have been identified as drought-prone. If the Government 
thrdshfW the problem on a ptrmanent basis there i s no 
doubt that i t can be reduced to a greater extent.2C 
CAUSES 
The causes ofIfemine are of two types. Nearly a 
century Ago Walford listed 12, classifying them into natu'ral 
causes beyond human control and artificial causes within 
human control.^^ Natural causes include drought, flood, 
ilnseasonably cold weather, locust and plant diseases, eadi 
leading to the failure of crops. The artificial causes-
commonly political include colossal wars, improper distri-
bution and sale of available foodstuffs due to speculation 
and hoarding and economic errer0s in production and trans-
portation of foodgrfiins. 
The coramenest cause of famine even today is the 
incidence of drought in poor countries. Failure of rainfall 
and its unseasonableness result in the failure of crops. 
Tropical countjbies are liable to great uncertainty and un-
evenness in rainfall. Laster Trueblood the geographer points 
out that in no other part of the world is that auch a ptire 
type of monsoon climate, and that nowhere else are people 
19. Ibid, P 6-a. 
20. Eight critical weeks ahead. Link 15|37? 19731 32-33. 
21. International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 
1968. 5»P 323. 
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so dependent on climatic conditions, as in India. The rain 
pattern is determined principally by the winds, which COIB 
in from oceans laden with moisture* Their paths and stRd 
their intensity are of fundamental significance to the pre-
dominantly agrarian people. The distribution of rain is 
extremely irregular in the Indian peninsula, there is an 
average rainfall of ^ 50 inches at cherrapunji in Assam, 
making it one of the rainiest places in the world, while 
in certain parts of the Thar desert it hardly rains at all. 
Indeed the distribution of rainfall is so uncertain and 
uneven that some 9^ part orj^ther of India encounters in«» 
sufficient rainfall every year. Consequently drought andt 
famine have become an endemic feature of Indian agricul-
tural economy. 
As ib© Indian agriculture basically depends on the 
mercy of monsoon it has to suffer a lot?but the artificial 
causes cannot be overestimated. The hoarding and black-
marketing have become a source of distress. These evils are 
not dealt with an iron hand. The Government is also responsi* 
b^lefor the miseries and agonies of the masses as it has 
not taken steps to alleviate the gravity of tte situation 
in the drought prone areas. Had the Government taken pre-
ventive measures on war footing the situation would have 
definitely been changed. It is the misfortune of the poor 
peasantry that the allocations made by the Government for 
the purpose, though meagre, are even misusedrby the officials. 
The corruptions aggravate the severity and hamper the reme-
dies for which the government is held responsible. The famine 
in Rajasthan in 1968,as assfetted by DR Ahuja,has not been 
caused by the lack of rain alone. The Govt, is not free from 
as* Ahujs:^ m^^ --g4a4{J-j^ 4^^ -^gJj#-oJ^ famino. m=^^^j-Qcl 13; 
7 f-h. 
u 
bl^mftG aa It haa delayed the development of the desert 
over last two decades.22 The negligence and the defective 
planning of the Govt, is answerable for the worst condi-
tions in the country caused by drought. 
AFTEHSFFECT3 AW RELIEF I^ASUHSS 
If a country experiences famine as a rare and extra-
ordinary event, the effects are likely to be ephemeral.But 
the recurrence of famine leads to the deterioration of an 
agricultural economy in several ways. It could mean even 
secular decline in agricultural activity, out put, employ-
nent and income, the decline being in some positive relation 
Ic/^ the severity of the brought. The farmer suffers from 
the greater uncertainties of his cultivation which are,anyw6y, 
the hazard of his occupation. Often food famines are followed 
by water and fodder famines involving loss of cattle due 
to starvation and outbreak of animal diseases. Suspension 
of cultivation leads to loss of income and the failure of 
crops increases the burden of indebtedness. Both cripple 
the peasantry, aggravate their poverty and undernine agri-
cultural prosperity and productivity. Farm capital formation 
and agricultural growth receive a setback* Agricultural 
productive capacity may be stagnant or may show, not sur-
prisingly, a declining trend depending on the circumstances. 
Famine undermines the ability and zeal to work and engenders 
fatalism and contentment with things as they are. It saps 
enterprising spirit. Famines perpetuate poverty and no 
wounder the chronically famine areas generally possess poor 
from resources and support a low density of population. 
Famines also lead to several deleterious financial 
and social consequences. Industry and commerce suffer due 
to lowered incomes and savings, not to speak of dissaving 
22. Ahuja, DR. State in the grip of famine, m 1968, Oct 13; 
7 f-h. 
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and lower purchasing power of the masses. Price may soar 
to aggravate the distress of the famine-ridden people and 
to benefit a few speculators and profiteers. The weaker 
sections of the population will natxirally be the worst 
sufferers. Public finances get disturbed, revenues fall ^  
even as expenditures for famine relief and rehabiiitation 
measures increase. Social evils such as robbery, beggary, 
destitution, prostitution, idleness and crime will be on 
the increase. Under-nutrition and malnutrition will be spread 
over. Migration is also caused by faMne. 
Besides, the famine-stricken people are also exploited 
or allured by the philanthropists in order to accept their 
faith. Deokinandan Singh deals with the issue of the prose-
lytization of the distress by the foreign Christrian 
Missionaries and highlights the adverseeffect of the mission-
ary work that is the "detribalization" or the gl'ftdaal vani-
shing of distinctive traits of tribal culture through 
converses ion. 23 
Five centuries ago famine was regarded almost through-
out the world as in-evitable and was so accepted, often as 
a manifestation of divine wrath. Still today the people of 
the Book believe that almighty God takes such actions to 
maintain an equillibrium in the nature. The Quran quotes an 
instance of a very celebrated prophet-ruler in Egypt Hazrat 
Yusuf'Alaih-al-3alam (be peace on him) who stored grains in 
"fat" years against the"lean" that might follow. This was pro-
bably the most common method of famine prevention in anti-
quity and medieval times. 
The stockpile of the foodgrains is not the only 
solution of the problem. No doubt, the Government stocks 
23. Deokinandan Singh. Some converssions during distress. 
Statesman 1967, Sep 11, 7 c-d. 
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bumper collections of the foodstuff to tide over such situa-
tions. It opens fair price shops for the supply of food-
grains. Fodder caiaps are also established to save the cattle 
wealth from starvation. The drinking water is provided 
through tfiinkejrs. The Govt, also employs the landless agri-
cultural labourers in the construction of roads,digging of 
the wells and such other works. These are the temporary 
relief measures taken by the Govt, to fijard off the masses 
in the distress. 
Beside^s official agencies, voluntary organizations, 
local apd national as well as international play an important 
role in overcoming the crisis. The philanthropists join 
hands with the Government in order to mitigate the inensity 
of the calamity. The whole of the bibliography in the second 
part of the project gives evidences that whenever and where-
ever such relief operations conducted by the Government 
were not in consonance with the gravity of the situation. 
Of course, the emergency measures are essential to help ^he 
the weaker sections of the population but' unless the root 
causes are removed the recurrence of drought,which has 
shattered the Indian economy, could not be controlled. This 
natural calamity, which has become a regular feature, can 
be minimized to a greater extent if remedial measures are 
taken on waf footing. The consequences of rain failure can 
overcome 
beAby providing extensive irrigational facilities. A net 
work of pumping sets, drilled wells and canal projects be 
undertaken on a top priority basis to meet the chanllenge 
of the drought. If this scheme is got implemented most of 
the problems will be solved. Moreover, the agriculture is 
not a compulsive necessity. Tourism and handicrafts offer 
a considerable potential. Exploitation of the mineral 
deposits in the desert tracts of Rajasthan may also be 
J. U> 
concentrated.2**-
A seminar on drought was conducted at Bangalore in 
1968 to make studies on the dry farming and the drought 
resistent crops so as to minimize the effects of drought. 
Different varieties of ragi were expriraented and favour-
able results were arrived at. 
If the Government and voluntary organisations con-
centrate on the productive works and preventive measures 
instead of temporary relief activities the calamitous con-
ditions caused by drought can be overpowered and the poorer 
sections of the community may take a sigh of solace. 
2k, It has rained in jaisalmer: Permanent solution to be 
found Qut (Ed), m 1970, Jul l^ +j 7a. 
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CHAPTER I I 
CQLIiECTION AND COMPIUTIOll 
PDRPQSE 
The problem of Drought and Famine was selected to 
study its multifocalness with reference to Indian agricul-
ture and economy. India is a country whose agriculture 
depends almost on the ilregu;Lar and uneven rainfall and, 
this, has to face its consequencfs. It is the country in 
the world where this natural calamity has become a regular 
feature and the poorer sections of the population are hit 
to suffer from this menace. This initiated the compiler to 
work on the topic as a part of his M.Lib.Sc,Course in order 
to present a select bibliography with informative abstracts. 
SCOPE 
The Bibliography covers a period from 1965 to 1973 
and contains 250 entiJas selected from the English sources 
in India and abroad. Instead of scanning enormous number 
of titles of the periodicals it was decided to concentrate 
on a few chosen journals and newspapers which may give all 
the facets of the problem from various angles* Besides, the 
Proceedings of the Seminar on Drought held at Bangalore in 
1968^ have been includedasthe problem has been tackled here 
from remedial stand-point. The Proceedings consist of various 
studies on dry farming, agronomic methods for increased 
agricultural output and the drought resistlint cropfe. Three 
reports of the survey of the drought conditions in Dokhi, 
Lohia and Meohara Khas villages of Allahabad District con-
ducted by Agro-Economic Research Centre (Allahabad) have 
also been included. 
The a r t i c l es , special write-ups and the edi tor ia ls 
published in the joumals and newspapers have been screened 
for the compilation of this Bibllograpl^, 
METHOD OF STtTDI 
The following reference sources were consulted in 
order to gather inforoation on the topici 
1, Guide to Indian Periodical Literature(Social 
Sciences and Humanities), Gurgaon, Indian Docu-
mentation Service. 
2, Index India. Edited by Gidwani. Jaipur, Rajasthan 
University Library. 
3, Indian Press Index. Delhi, Delhi Library 
Association. 
The last two secondary sources were thoroughly scanr^d 
from their veiy inception, while the first one was cunsulted 
from 1965. The information was noted down on 7* x $** slips 
according to the Indian Standard Institution. Recouraiendations 
for bibliographical references (Reprinted Nov 1968), New 
Delhi, 1963. 
ISJ 2238-1963 
The slips were then sorted out on the basis of perio-
dicals titles in order to detect the duplicate ones. Round 
about ^ 00 slips were retained after sorting. With the help 
of these slips the primary sources were searched and screened. 
As these secondary sources were not upto date the primary 
sources were directly scanned to obtain the latest informa-
tion in view of the coverage of the Bibliography. The detailed 
abstracts were prepared to give a sufficient information;^ 
-5f? 
regarding the articles doctuaented. 
As Haulana Azad Library does not have all the 
required periodicals the compiler had to proceed to Delhi 
where he consulted reinvent material in the Institute of 
Economic Growth and Sapru House Libraries. The target of 
abstracting 250 entries was fulfilled in this way. 
Though the ISI specifications were followed bjit 
wherever these are silent and do not give any guidance, 
the secondary sources referred to earlier were consulted. 
For Instance the rendering of the newspaper articles does 
not find any place in these specifications. The practice 
of Index India was,thus,followed. 
The abbreviations of the titles of the journals and 
newspaperswere based on Index Islamicus and Index India. 
For example the titles which comprise more than one word 
the first letter of every word was ©elected. In case of the 
one word the titles full title was reproduced. A list of 
periodicals with their abifeviations and a separate list of 
abbreviations of months etc are provided. 
When the material was collected in the form of slips 
the coextensive subject headings ^ere assigned to them. In 
assigning subject headings effort was made to coin a pin-
pointed heading as to distinguish one from the other in the 
absence of class number. For 250 entries as much as 155 
headings were prepared and arranged in a logical sequence 
with the help of colon Classification. A list of these sub-
ject headings is given just before the Bibliography. An 
author-title-subject headings index was prepared in a single 
alphabetical sequence according to the principles,of letter by 
letter -, fning. 
^ 7 
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It has already been mentioned that the rtndering 
is done in accordance with the reconnnendations of ISI. 
The deviation in sense cases was unavoidable in the absence 
of guiding principle. However, three different forms of 
entries are cited hereunder: 
MtJRALIM0HANARA0(E7) and BALIGA tB7 SurendranathaiJprought 
conditions in Mysore State. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT(Bangalo©) 
(1f68),Proceedings»1972.Bangalore,University of Agricul-
tural Sciences. P %2-51, 161~3. 
Bxamines the monthly rainfall, record for the months of June 
to Novcfflber at ten selected stations in Mysore State and 
studies the general drought conditions in the State during 
crop-growing season. The second part deals with the drought 
conditions in the state and suggests the measures to combat 
drought. 
AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH CENTES(Allahabad). Study of drought 
conditions in Lohia? A village of Allahabad District. 1972 
(Adhoc study, A.2(c). Publication, ^0), University of ' 
Allahabad, Allahabad. P 59. 
The Agro-Economic Research Centre,Allahabad initiated a 
field survey in the year 1966-67 to ascertain the impact of 
drought on the economy of village Lohia and to examine the 
response of villagers and the Government to meet this 
situation. This report publishes the result of the survey. 
SEN (Kiranjan). Through famine-stricken Oaya district. 
PD 3»32j 1967; 6. 
States that though late and sufficient rains have shown 
some mercy to the drought and famine hit areas of Bihar. 
But Gaya district continuous to suffer as there has hardly 
been any rain in this worst-affected district. 
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Study of drought conditions in Dokhi: A village of Allahabad 
district l972(Adhoc Study A,2(a)Publication,35)University 
of Allahabad, 
3, AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE(Allahabad), 
Study of drought conditons in Meohara Khas; A village of 
Allahabad district.1972(Adhoc study A,2(b),Publication,39) 
University of Allahabad,Allahabad, P.60 
^. AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE(Allahabad). 
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MADHYA PRADESH 
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ANDHRA PRADESH 
RESEARCH 
FERTILIZERS APPLICATION,RESEARCH 
DRY FARMING 
MYSORE 
MAHARASHTRA 
DROUGHT RESISTSNT CROPS 
RESEARCH 
INSECTICIDES 
ALTERNATIVE VOCATION,RAJASTHAN 
RUBBER CULTIVATION,KERALA 
GRASSLAND,IMPROVEMENT,RAJASTHAN 
MIGRATIONS AND MANUPACTtJRING INDUSTRIES,RAJASTHAN 
MECHANIZED FARMING,MAHARASHTRA 
PRIVATE SECTOR'S ROLE 
GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY,RAJASTHAN 
MAHARASHTRA 
RELIEF MEASURES 
ANDHRA PRADESH 
5t If 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, RELIEF MEASU^g, MAHARASHTRA 
GUJARAT 
RAJASTHAN 
UTTAR PRAI2SSH 
MADHIA PRADESH 
BIHAR 
HISTORY, HAJASTHAN 
GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSIBIUTY 
TAMIL NADU 
MYSORE 
ANDHRA PRADESH 
MAHARASHTRA 
GUJARAT 
RAJASTHAN 
HARYANA 
UTTER PRAIS3H 
ORISSA 
BIHAR 
TRIPUHA 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY,ANDHRA PRADESH 
MAHARASHTRA 
MADHYA PRADESH 
APPEALS,RAJASTHAN 
VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS' ROLE,MAHARASHTRA 
BIHAR 
GUJARAT 
RAJASTHAN 
EFFECTIVENESS,BENGAL 
US AID 
YOUTH PAHIICIPATIOR 
MISSIONARIES ROLE,RELIGIOUS CONVERSIONS 
OXFAM ROLE,BIHAR 
CENTRAL COORDINATION CO>!MITTM,RECOMMENDATION,RAJASTHAN 
CPI DEMANDS,ANDHRA PRADESH 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,CPI DEMANDS,fiRISSA 
IRRIGATION, MAHARASHTRA 
BIHAR 
WEST BENGAL 
FAMINE INSURANCE,RAJASTHAN 
TRIBAL ATTITUDE,MAHARASHTRA 
FREE FOOD,PEOPLE'S REACTIONS,RAJASTHAN 
CORRUPTIONS 
RAJASTHAN 
BIHAR 
MISAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS.MADHYA PRADESH 
ELECTIONEERING,BIHAR 
ORGANIZATION, 
RAJASTHAN 
EVALUATION 
MAHARASHTRA 
RAJASTHAN 
EAST INDIA 
PRESS OPINION,TAMIL NADU 
PARTY POLITICS, KERALA 
OHISSA 
COMPARATIVE STUDY 
•'?l? 
, w 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, MYSORE 
MtJRALIMOHANARAO (S V) and BAUGA (B V Surendranatha). 
Drought conditions in Mysore State. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHTS 
(Bangalore) (1968). Proceedings 1972, Bangalore, Univer-
sity of Agricultural Sciences. P ^ - 5 1 , 161-3. 
Examines tt® monthly rainfall for the months of June to 
November at ten selected stations in Viyaore State and 
studies the general drought conditions in the State during 
crop growing season. The second part deals with the drought 
conditions in tha State and suggests the measuz^ to combat, 
drought. 
ANDHRA PRADESH 
RAGHAVACHARI (C). Famine conditions in Anantapur district. 
N A 13,3^ 1965J 6. 
Statesthe famine situation in a district of Andhra Pradesh 
Where the people have to live on grass roots and leaves etc. 
SHARMA (V V R ) . 80 Starvation deaths reported in Telengana. 
T I 1972, Sep 27; 1 a-d, 10 b-C, 
Describes starvation deaths in Telengana where all the nine 
districts are in the grip of a severe famine. Deals with 
the shortage of drinking water and fodder. The famine situa-
tion may continue till the next year in view of the hopeless 
crop prospects this year. Points out the meagre funds at the 
State level to meet the situation. 
RAJASTHAN 
h FAMINE STALKS Pajasthan. ZM, k,k6i 1968; 7-8, 
Three leadigg members of the Rajasthan State Committee of 
the Communist Party of India (Marxist) Mohan Punaroiya, 
Triloki Singh and Sheopat Singh, tourei the drought and 
famine stricken areas of Rajasthan from Oct 22 to Oct 27. 
Their reports, placed at tie State Comraittee meeting held 
on Oct 28 and 29, gave a grim picture of the affected areas< 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, BIHAH. 
POLITICS OP food (Bd). Times 1967J Apr 26? 11 a-b. 
Discusses the Blher famine• Remarks that Bihar is not the 
only Indian State where millions of people are not getting 
enough food. Nor la India the only country in Asia where 
there are desperate food shortages but other Asian countries 
too face the same problems such as Pakistan, Philippines and 
Indonesia. Deals with the aid givors, led by the United Sta-
tes, which ]£Qr emphasis on aid to those who best help them-
selves and also with aid receiving governments. States that 
these countries have become aware about the fact that the 
food production is one area in which self help is most urgent 
and most pertinent. The Bihar famine has added to this urgency 
by alerting the political consciousness of the country. ' ': 
Remarks that the politics of food, in a sense, is nationalist. 
Too much reliance on outside aid begins to seem like charity 
that ought soon to be ended. 
SAHAI'S DEAL with US Embassy? JU> 1»f,Vf8; I9665 1. 
States that Bihar Chief Minister K B Sahay has struck a 
dirty deal with the Yankees. He is trading in the misery 
of the famine-afflicted people of his State for thirty 
Silvers which the dollar lords are throwing his way. 
IH10UGH1S& FAUim^t HISTORI, ORISSA 
S^Ani (N K). Orissa faces third year of drought1 Widespread 
distress. TJ[ I968, Jun 1?! 6 g-h. 
Remarks that his year the distress is more widespread than 
in l967-6:e^.t966'l2Discusses the Anrtual plan budgets and ad hoc 
relief measures, ComTients the inadlequacy of the Government. 
States that the Food Corporation of India Claims sufficient 
stocks of the food-grain to meet the Increasing demands. 
Describes the starvation deaths with reference to Mrs. Rama 
Devi, k Bhoodan worlse-r while tfee^  OfSBvernment admit some of 
the deaths but not due to starvation. States that opposition 
parties are planning demonstration to consider the drought 
situation. 
:'8 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, HISTORY, BIHAR. 
8 JEOSR (Ijena). India» The politics of hiinger. 
N 8 73i 1875, 19671 212-3. 
Surveys the famine condition in Bihar, where monsoon had 
failed for two seasons with the result that 30 million 
people in Bihar&another 30 were affected by the drought, 
priority was not given to agriculture and the family plan-
ning was also not acceptable to the poorest families who 
would benefit most from it. Bureaucracy has come in the way 
of the farmers in getting licenses and tubswell installation. 
Besides rural hunger smA unemployment in towns is also on 
the increase. 
JOHNSON (Peyton). Where there are not fat villages. 
E T 1970, Nov 23; 7 a-h, 3 d. 
Traces out the famine history in Bihar from 1796 to 1966/67. 
Discusses the integrated programme of Bihar Government and 
voluntary agencies to improve agriculture sufficiently so 
that famine ma^ never threaten Bihar again. Deals with the 
greet civilization of the State and the caste problem which 
has become a hurdle in the progress. Quotes at places Mr, 
Jaiprakash Narayan's remarks. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PUBLICITY, PEOPLE'S REACTION, BIHAR 
10 AMITA MALIK. Facing the monster. Statesman (Mag Sec) 
1969,Oct 19| 1 f-h. 
Expresses the resentment of Indians to foreign film-makers, 
especially from television who were maligning India aver the 
Bihar drought and throws light on the script, Poinets out 
that in Gujarat a few courageous individual jouraalists have 
emerged who are engaged in conducting a serious post-martem 
along constructive, foward-looking lines to find out what 
went wrong^how it can be avoided in future. Sarcastically 
remarks that perhaps we deserve to have foreign T? film-ma-
kers twisting out tails. Perhaps it is time our documentary 
directors looked for foreign sponsors too. 
0 
IBO0GHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, TAMIL NADU. 
11 DREARY PICTmiE of draught stricken Chlngleput district. 
Hindu 1969f Apr 11 j 9 c-e. 
Hlghtlights the grave drought conditions in Chlngleput 
district of Tamil Hadu due to cooplete failure of monsoon. 
Though there is a network of electric pump sets for well-
irrigation but it is not sufficient for cultivation • 
Stresses the need of making efforts for the provision of 
drinking water and fodder for the cattle. The District 
Collector issued instructions to the Panchayats to issue 
fodder-loan to cattle owners. Discusses the relief steps 
taken by the Government. 
12 IMPACT OP droughts on Tanil Nadu. Hindu I969f Apr 16; 
8 c-f. 
Discusses the impact of drought in the districts of North 
Arcot and Chlngleput and parts of South Arcot. States the 
drought conditions in South Arcot to a greater length. 
Highlights the scarcity of water and suggests the exploration 
of water resources in order to meet the situation and to 
check the recurrence of drought. 
MYSORE 
13 THE SPECTRE of drought. Link 12,2| 1969j 1?. 
Discusses the failure of monsoon in Mysore and pointofe out 
i t s gravity. The State Government spent is 1 crore on rel ief 
measures but i t i s inadequate and the rel ief work can not 
be continued unless Centre extends i t s help. 
3C 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, MAHARASHTRA 
^h AKBAR (M J). They must not die. I W I 9'*-,1; 1973; 8. 
States that three years of cloudless skies have left 
20 million peasants in Maharashtra destitute. The land 
is dead. The crop has been almost totally lost. This is 
perhaps the worst famine in the State's- history. Describes 
that the urban rich seem quite unconcerned aod unaware of * 
the extent of the tragedy. Suggests that massive financial 
help is required immediately if we are not to witness a 
catastrophe in the next six months before the rains come. 
15 ANOTHER DROUGHT in Maharashtra. Wsk 1?, ^ +7; 1973; 21. 
States that another year of a devastating drought in 
Maharashtra willWdisastrous for the econ<Miy of the State. 
There is the grim possibility facing Maharashtra that the 
monsoon has failed. The Maharashtra cabinet discussed the 
situation developing in the State owing to the belated 
monsoon arrival. Describes the Dandekar's views which cri-
ticized the stand taken by the CM as the Government is 
going on its own commitments. Deals with the relief wwrk 
position in different districts of Maharashtra. 
GUJARAT 
16 DROUGHT-AFFECTED Kutch and Saurashtra districts. 
Unk 15, 5; 1972; 1?. 
Describes that the border districts cflT Kutch and Saurashtra 
region have been severly hit by drought. Evaluates the 
damages caused by this calamity. States that cattle-breeders 
have moved in search of fodder. The District Collector N, 
Gopala Swami thinks about the changes in the atjSmospheric 
conditions as the continous drought has been affecting Kutch 
for the last decade. Suggests that the drought-striken people 
should seek job in dams construction which will not only ease 
their problems but some productive work will be done. 
Ji. 
mOOGHTS.<S^ FAMINES, CAIISES,VRAJASTHAN 
17 AMRITA NAHATA. Famine in Hajasthan. NJI I968, N w 3*, 6 c 
The author submitted a memorandum to PM which discusses tl^ 
acute conditions in Rajasthan and highlights three factors 
1, continuous failure of rains. 2, Over population of 
cattle and 3» neglect. Suggests measures for i:frigation 
and drinking water, Hecoa^ends the exploration and exploits, 
tion of rock. Phosphates and natural gas as the region is 
exceedingly rich in mineral wealth. 
18 NO ACT of God, H ^ 1968, Nov 1; 9 a 
States that Rajasthan is in grip of severe drought. Comments 
the Government on the point that it makes programmes bui 
does not get them implemented. Seconds the CM in maintaining 
the adequate water supply and not the stockpile of fodder. 
Criticizes the apathy of adjoining states who do not permit 
the starving cows to seek pastures in their territories 
though they have special feeling for them. Suggests that 
representatives of state and the Union Government should 
see that such type of disaster be not repeated due to 
default. Recommends that official and non-official help 
should be extended. 
BIHAR 
19 FAMINE IN Bihar. HJR 121, k; 1967; 2if2. 
Describes that the question &f. famine is one of high price 
and lack of gainful employment. Discusses the impact of 
partition of the country on famine solution. Condemns the 
leaders who are in fact not nation builders but they are 
nation breakers. States with disappointment that there is 
not much hope of providing relief to the suffering masses. 
mqUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, BIHAH 
20 RAVIKDRA KISHORE. Bihar's roan-iaade famine. Organiser 
27. $j 1973; 9-10. 
States that entire State of Bihar is facing an acute 
man-made famine. Due to no rain or late rain farmers are 
facing the problem of seedlings. Reports starvation deaths 
and food riots. The people demand poison to die respect-
fully if they do not get edibles. Describes Shafoor Minis-
try more brutal than British as the indiscriminable lathi 
charge was ordered on the hungry mob. Suspects the under-
hand dealing of the Government in not fixing |)ltices as 
"some responsible traders" assured the ministry that they 
would sell the foodgrains on "no profit no loss" basis. 
21 SIIfflA (Mahamayaprasad). Famine under control. Yo.1ana 
11, 19| 1967J 2.if, 
The CM of Bihar im-hisiinterview to the editor of Yojana 
narrates the famine siti^tion in the state which had surpassed 
30 famines during the ninety years of British Raj after the 
1857 rebellion. Appreciates the help rendered to Bihar by the 
people of the country but shows disappointment for the lack 
of food gifts from surplus states. The State's Revenue Minis-
ter Mr Indradeep Sinha remarks that the famine was the result 
of "criminal neglect" of the traditional agriculturein South 
Bihar, The steps which are being taken in Bihar are mentioned 
in detail by the dditor. 
ASSAM 
22 DUTTA (S K). Shadow of famine over Assam; Aftificial shortage 
T I 1968, May 11; 6 g-h. 
States that May marks the beginning of a period of acute fo^d 
shortage over large areas of Assam. The State luckily had a 
bumper crop last year yet the alarms have been sounded through-
out the state of food shortage and soaring prices. Reports 
some some star?/ation deaths. The ration has been reduced. 
Describes that an analysis of these yearly shortages show that 
they are really man-made. Reports emormous number of ghost 
ration cards in Shillong and elsewhere but the Supply Secre-
tary to the Government pleaded his inability to detect them 
as it would involve checking every household after 10 p.m. 
People say that it is the Government which, with its weak-
kneed policies encourage the agitationism. Firmness alone 
will remedy the situation. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, PU^ININS, BIHAR 
23 SINHA (Indradeep). Will Centre discharge Its responsl-
bilitr^ N ^ 15t ^9; 1967; 7. a . 
States the Bihar famine of 1967 as the worst during the 
last hundred years and It is result not onlyof the total 
failure of monsoon during the last year but also of the 
Flve*Year plan to take suitable measures. Discusses the 
water shortage and other effects and appeals to the Iftilon 
and the State Governments and philanthropic organlEatlons, 
national and as well as international t3 rush Imiiediate 
aid to Bihar in terms of food and other materials to save 
the llTes of men and cattle. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, OIJERPOPULATION 
2k NARAYANA (D L). The Incidence of famine. V A 11,2-3; 
1969; 19-26, 
States that the Incidence of major famine in the world 
reveals that India is the most famine-ridden country In 
the world. For, its agriculture depends on the uncertain 
and uneven monsoon rainfall. Moreover, Increasing pressure 
of population intensifies the consequences of drought and 
enhances the liability to famine. Suggests that the answer 
for famine threat in an early agricultural revolution, 
while population control programme may ametiorate the situa-
tion by the turn of the century. 
25 UNWANTED MEN. E P W 7,52; 1972; 2if70. 
States that famine is a god-send to the crassness of the 
bureaucrat because he can make famine relief conditioaal 
upon acceptance of sterilisation and thus furthers the cause 
of family planning. Criticizes the programmes of employment 
extension in Maharashtra launched by the Governnent such as 
breaking stones or working on unwanted roads. States that 
wage payments to the workers are delayed by two to four 
weeks. Describes that the Government, through the Food Cor-
poration, procured food-grains in the good years and nurse 
the stocks from season to season at considerable expense 
only to hand them over to the private trader just when his 
opportunity for profiteering out of them was the maximum. 
-/ L 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, WATER SHORTAGB 
26 PRSCEDEKTED. Statesman I970, May 27| 6 b-c. 
States that the heat ware, that swept across Indian states, 
has claimed hundred of lives and afflicted million of others. 
According to Jagjivan Ram more than I7 million people have 
been affected by drought in Bihar and Rajasthan alone. It 
must be conceded that authorities could do nothing about 
this. But they can certainly mitigate its effeets by a better 
supply of drinking water. The spell has already begun to 
break in some pai?ts of the coimtry and it will be surprising 
In a matter of weeks the complaints are not heard about too 
much water. The floods are not as uncontrollable as drought 
but &0W much have the authorities to mitigate this ordeal? 
What has been done is hopelessly inadequate. Suggests that 
satisfactory measures be taken to tide ower the crisis. 
GUJARAT 
27 DROUGHT HITS state in wake of floods. Hindu I968, 
Nov 13i 8 f-h. 
States that while Gujarat limping slowly back to normalcy 
after the worst floods in the century, the drought caught 
the state. As the Kharif prospects are not pr<»nlsing the 
authorities are now pinning their faith on the Rabi, States 
that the Government hsmmBde scheme of getting the cattle 
of Kutch and Banaskantha to migrate to areas of South Guja-
rat having grazing and drinking water faftftlltles. The Govern-
i]»nt h8¥e also started relief operations to meet the acute 
shortage of drinking water in Kutch, Describes that opDOSltion 
leaders urged the Government to take relief nfflasures for the 
scarcity areas Q B permanent basis. 
RAJASTHAN 
28 SEVERE DROUGHT in Rajasthan. Unk 15,13i ^972; 2>+-25, 
States that' dueiofallure of rains Rajasthan is facing severe 
drought conditions. The Goverraaent have yet to make a more 
to build a machinery for public distribution system. Scar-
city of drinking water is likely to pose the most serious 
challenge. There are several schemes but these held up due 
to want of funds. States that tho S|ate authorities in view 
of serious drought conditions will have to impress on the 
Centre the need look at the states scarcity problems afresh 
and Integrate the investment on relief measures. Suggests 
the people to be helpful in the face of such a gigantic 
challenge Instead of leaving every thing to tie administration, 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES,WATBR SHORTAGE, BIHAR 
29 DEARTH OP drinking water worse than food shortage. Statesman 
1968, May 27j 9 a-b. 
Reports no starvation deaths in Jaipur. DesiDite of 7 crores 
spent last year for emergency measures' during the longest 
drought in Bihar's history the water problem inthe region 
has become very acute. Comments the habits of the people of 
affected areas expecting immediate relief. Points out the 
sharp fall in jute acreage in Bengal which resulted a major 
shift in the policy of West Bengal Agriculture Department. 
Also criticizes the rise in price of essential commodities 
due to the famine. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES^ WATER SHORTAGE, RAIN FAILURE 
30 SPECTRE OF floods and droughts. Commerce 123,3114-5; I97I; 
318, 
M.scusses the flood fury in Northern India while in parts 
of Western and Southern India the monsoon has been so inade-
quate that emergency measures have become necessary to ward 
off near famine conditions. Describes the flood and drought 
situation in Bihar, Kerala, U.P,, West Bengal, Assam, Rajas-
,than, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Mysore and Jammu & Kashmir, 
GUJARAT 
31 RAMAN (R V). Crops witherin six Gujarat d i s t r i c t s . T I 
1972, Oct 6j 5 b .c . 
Describes that la te arrival of the monsoon and the failure 
of rain in September have created scarcity conditions in 
8000 vil lages in Gujarat. The six drought-hit areas are 
Kutch, Junagadh, Jumnagar, Bhavnagar and Raikot. Deals with 
the scarcity of drinking water and fodder. States that the 
former State Government appointed a committee to suggest 
long-term plans to avert the scarcity. Poinibs out that the 
State wi l l consider i t se l f lucky if i t can harvest one-third 
of the groundnut crop produced las t year. 
n 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, MYSORE 
MUEALIMOHANARAO (E 7) and BALIGA (B ? Surendranatha). 
Drought conditions in Mysore State. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHTS 
(Bangalore) (1968). proceedings 1972, Bangaloire, Univer-
sity of Agricultural Sciences. P U2-51, lSl-3. 
Examines the monthly rainfall for the months of June to 
Nofvenjber at ten selected stations in Mysore State and 
studies the general drought conditions in the State during 
crop growing season. The second part deals with the drought 
conditions in the State and suggests the measure to combats 
drought. 
ANDHRA PRADESH 
RAGHAVACHARY (C). Famine conditions in Anantapur district. 
W A 13,3^$ 1965; 6. 
Statesthe famine situation in a district of Andhra Pradesh 
Where the people have to live on grass roots and leaves etc, 
SHARMA (V V R ) . 80 Starvation deaths reported in Telengana. 
T I 1972, Sep 27j 1 a-d, 10 b-c. 
Describes starvation deaths in Telengana where all the nine 
districts are in the grip of a severe famine. Deals with 
the shortage of drinking water and fodder. The famine situa-
tion may continue till the next year in view of the hopeless 
crop prospects this year. Points out the meagre funds at the 
State level to meet the situation. 
RAJASTHAN 
h FAMINE STALKS Rajasthan. fJD if,if6; I968; 7-8. 
Three leadigg members of the Rajasthan State Comraittee of 
the Communist Party of India (Marxist) Mohan Punamiya, 
Triloki Singh and Sheopat Singh, toured the drought and 
famine stricken areas of Rajasthan from Oct 22 to Oct 27. 
Their reports, placed at toe State Committee meeting held 
on Oct 28 and 29, gave a grim picture of the affected areas, 
f>'-^. 
DROOGHTS & FAMINES, BIHAR. 
POLITICS OF food (Sd). Times I967i Apr 26; 11 a-b. 
Discusses the Blher famine. Remarks that Bihar is not the 
only Indian State where millions of people are not getting 
enough food. Nor is India the only country in Asia where 
there are desperate food shortages but other Asian countries 
too face the same problems such as Pakistan, Philippines and 
Indonesia. Deals with the aid givers, led by the tJnited Sta-
tes, vhiGhlsy emphasis on aid to those who best help them-
selves and also with aid receiving governments. States that 
these countries have become aware about the fact that the 
food production is one area in which self help is most urgent 
and most pertinent. The Bihar famine has added to this urgency 
by alirtlng the political consciousness of the country. '' ,': 
Remarks that the politics of food, in a sense, is nationalist. 
Too much reliance on outside aid begins to seem like charity 
that ought soon to be ended. 
SAHAT'S DSAIi with US Embassy? gj^ ^h,hSl I966; 1. 
States that Bihar Chief Minister K B Sahay has struck a 
dirty deal with the Yankees, He is trading in the misery 
of the famine-afflicted people of his State for thirty 
Silvers which the dollar lords are throwing his way. 
DROUGHT* FAMINES, HISTORY, OHISSA 
SirfAMI (N K). Orlssa faces third year of drought 1 Widespread 
distress. T ^ I968, Jun 17| 6 g-h. 
Remarks that his year the distress is more widespread than 
in 1967-6e''^ t»966*3-Discusses the Anrtual plan budgets and ad hoc 
relief measures, Com'nents the Inadequacy of the Government. 
States that the Food Corporation of India claims sufficient 
stocks of the food-grain to meet the increasing demands. 
Describes the starvation deaths with reference to Mrs. Rama 
Devi, & Bhoodan worte-r whila tim Qrsrvcrnment admit some of 
the deaths but not due to stars^ ation. States that opposition 
parties are planning demonstration to consider the drought 
situation. 
•J <J 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, HISTOR,Y, BIHAR. 
8 JBGHH (Lena)* Indiai Ths politics of hanger. 
H 8 73, 1875, 1967J 212-3. 
Sur«reys the famine condition in Bihar, where monsoon had 
failed for two seasons with the result that 30 million 
people in Bihar&another 30 were affected by the drought. 
Priority was not given to agriculture and the family plan-
ning was also not acceptable to the poorest families who 
would benefit most from it. Bureaucracy has come in the way 
of the farmers in getting licenses and tubeweli installation. 
Besides rural hunger a«d unemployment in towns is also on 
the increase. 
JOHHSON (Peyton), Where there are not fat villages. 
E ^ t970, Hov 23? 7 a.h, 3 d , . 
Traces out the famine history in Bihar from 1796 to 1966/67. 
Discusses the integrated programme of Bihar Government and 
voluntary agencies to improve agriciature sufficiently so 
that famine may never threaten Bihar again. Deals with the 
greet civilisation of the State and the caste problem which 
has become a hurdle in the progress. Quotes at places Mr, 
Jaiprakash Narayan's remarks. 
DHOUQHTS & FAICENSS, PUBLICITI, PEOPLE'S REACTION, BIHAR 
10 AMITA MALIK, Pacing the monster. Statesman (Mag Sec) 
1969,Oct 19; 1 f-h. 
Expresses the resentment of Indians to foreign film-makers, 
especially from television who were maligning India over the 
Bihar drought and throws light on the script. Poinflts out 
that in Gujarat a few courageous individual Jouraalists have 
emerged who are engaged in conducting a serious post*martem 
along constructive, foward-looking lines to find out what 
went wrong^how it can be avoided in future. Sarcastically 
remarks that perhaps we deserve to have foreign TV film-ma-
kers twisting out tails. Perhaps it is time our documentary 
directors looked for foreign sponsors too. 
IBOtlGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, TAMIL NADU. 
11 DREARY PICTURE of draught stricken Chlngleput d i s t r i c t . 
Hindu 1969f Apr 11$ 9 c-e, 
Hightlights the grave drought conditions in Chlngleput 
district of Tamil Nadu due to canplete failure of monsoon, 
Though there is a network of electric pump sets for well-
irrigation but it is not sufficient for cultivation • 
Stresses the need of malslng efforts for the provision of 
drinking water and fodder for the cattle. The District 
Collector issued instructions to the Panchayats to issue 
fodder-loan to cattle owners. Discusses the relief steps 
taken by the GovernTnent. 
12 IMPACT OF droTights on Tamil Nadu. Hindu I969, Apr 16; 
8 c-f, 
Discusses the impact of drought In the districts of North 
Arcot and Chlngleput and parts of South Arcot. States the 
drought Conditions in South Arcot to a greater length. 
Highlights the scarcity of water and suggests the exploration 
of water resources in order to meet the situetion and to 
check the recurrence of drought. 
MYSORE 
13 THE SPECTRE of drought. Link 12,2j I969J 17. 
Discusses the failure of monsoon in Mysore and polnfefi out 
i t s gravity. The State Government spent j^ 1 crore on re l ief 
measures but i t i s inadequate and the rel ief work can not 
be continued unless Centre extends i t s help. 
sc 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, MAHARASHTRA 
1^ AKBAR (M J). They must not die. I W I <^^^; 1973; 8. 
States that three years of cloudless skies have left 
20 million peasants in Maharashtra destitute. The land 
is dead. The crop has been almost totally lost. This is 
perhaps the worst famine in the State's* history. Describes 
that the urban rich seem quite unconcerned aiad unaware of ^  
the extent of the tragedy. Suggests that massive financial 
help is required immediately if we are not to witness a 
catastrophe in the next six months before the rains come. 
15 ANOTIfflR DROUGHT in Maharashtra. Lihk 1?, ^ 7; 1973? 21. 
States that another year of a devastating drought in 
Maharashtra willkdisastrous for the econcMiy of the State. 
There is the grim possibility facing Maharashtra that the 
monsoon has failed. The Maharashtra cabinet discussed the 
situation developing in the State owing to the belated 
monsoon arrival. Describes the Dandekar's views which cri-
ticized the stand taken by the CM as the Government is 
going on its own commitments. Deals with the relief wwrk 
position in different districts of Maharashtra. 
GUJARAT 
16 DROUGHT-AFFECTED Kutch and Saurashtra districts. 
Link 15, 5; 1972; 17. 
Describes that the border districts of Kutch and Saurashtra 
region have been sevei^y hit by drought. E7aluates the 
damages caused by this calamity. States that cattle-breeders 
have moved in search of fodder. The District Collector N. 
Gopala Swami thinks about the changes in the atjzJmospheric 
conditions as the contirKJUs drought has been affecting Kutch 
for the last decade. Suggests that the drought-striken people 
should seek job in dams construction which will not only ease 
their problems but some productive work will be done. 
J A 
mOUOHTS.<$ FAMINES, CAUSES,.'RAJASTHAK 
17 AMRITA NAHATA. Famlrie in Hajesthan. HJ| I968, N w 3; 6 c 
The author submitted a memorandum to PM which discusses the 
acute conditions in Rajasthan and highlights three factors 
1. continuous failure of rains. 2, Over population of 
cattle and 3. neglect. Suggests measures for irrigation 
and drinking water. Recommends the exploration and exploita-
tion of rock. Phosphates and natural gas as the region is 
exceedingly rich in mineral wealth. 
18 NO ACT of God. H j ; 1968, Nov 1j 9 a 
States that Rajasthan is in grip of severe drought. Coiiraents 
the Ooveriment on the point that it makes programmes but 
does not get them implemented. Seconds the CM in maintaining 
the adequate water supply and not t\B stockpile of fodder. 
Criticises the apathy of adjoining states who do not permit 
the starving cows to seek pastures in their territories 
though they have special feeling for them. Suggests that 
representatives of state and the Union Oovernii»nt should 
see that such type of disaster be not repeated due to 
default. Recommends that official and non-official help 
Should be extended. 
BIHAR 
19 FAMINE IN Bihar. %^ 121, ^ 5 1967; 2lf2, 
Describes that the question laf famine is one of high price 
and lack of gainful employment. Discusses the impact of 
partition of the country on famine solution. Condemns the 
leaders who are in fact not nation builders but they are 
nation breakers. States with disappointment that there is 
not much hope of providing relief to the suffering masses. 
32 
mqtJGHrs & FAMINES, CAUSES, BIHAH 
20 RAVINDRA KISHORE, Bihar»a man-made famine. Organiser 
27, $i 1973; 9-10, 
States that entire State of Bihar is facing an acute 
man-made famine. Due to no rain or late rain farmers ere 
facing the problem of seedlings. Reports starvation deaths 
and food riots. The people demand poison to die respect-
fully if they do not get edibles. Describes Ghafoor Minis-
try more brutal than British as the indiscriminable lathi 
charge was ordered on the hungry mob. Suspects the under-
hand dealing of the Qovemment in not fixing t>teices as 
"some responsible traders" assured the ministry that they 
would sell the foodgrains on "no profit no loss" basis. 
21 SIKHA (Mahamayaprasad), Famine under control. Yo.iana 
11, 19; 19671 2-if. 
The CM of Bihar in.hisiinterview to the editor of Yojana 
narrates the famine situation in the state which had surpassed 
30 famines during the ninety years of British Raj after the 
1857 rebellion. Appreciates the help rendered to Bihar by the 
people of the country but shows disappointment for the lack 
of food gifts from surplus states. The State's Revenue Minis-
ter Mr Indradeep Sinha remarks that the famine was the result 
of "criminal neglect" of the traditional agriculturein South 
Bihar, The steps which are being taken in Bihar are mentioned 
in detail by the iditor. 
ASSAM 
22 DUTTA (S K). Shadow of famine over Assam; Aftificial shortage 
T I 1968, May 11; 6 g-h. 
States that May marks the Ijeginning of a period of acute food 
shortage over large areas of Assam, The State luckily had a 
bumper crop last year yet the alarms have been sounded through-
out the state of food shortage and soaring prices. Reports 
some some stari^ation deaths. The ration has been reduced. 
Describes that an analysis of these yearly shortages show that 
they are really man-made. Reports emormous number of ghost 
ration cards in Shillong and elsewhere but the Supply Secre-
tary to the Government pleaded his inability to detect them 
as it would involve checking every household after 10 p.m. 
People say that it is the Government which, with its weak-
kneed policies encourage the agitationism. Firmness alone 
will remedy the situation. 
DROIBHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, PLA^INING, BIHAR 
23 SINHA (Indradeep). Will Centre discharge Its responsi-
billtt?: H A I5i t9; 1967; 7, G -. 
States the Bihar famine of 1967 as the worst during the 
last hundred years and it is result not onlyof the total 
failure of monsoon during the last year but also of the 
Five-Year plan to talcs suitable measures. Discusses the 
water shortage and other effects and appeals to the Union 
and the State Goyernments and philanthropic organiEations, 
national and as well as international to rush immediate 
aid to Bihar in terms of food and other materials to save 
the lives of men and cattle. 
HROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, OIBHPOPULATION 
2h NARAYAHA (D L). The incidence of famine. V A 11,2-3$ 
19691 19-26. 
States that the incidence of major famine in the world 
reveals that India is the most famine-ridden country in 
the world. For, its agriculture depends on the uncertain 
and uneven monsoon rainfall. Moreover, increasing pressure 
of population intensifies the consequences of drought and 
enhances the liability to famine. Suggests that the answer 
for famine threat in an early agricultural revolution, 
while population control programme may aiMtiorate the situa-
tion by the turn of the century. 
25 UNWANTED MIN. E P W 7,52? 1972| 2lf70. 
States that famine is a go<3-send to the crassness of the 
bureaucrat because he can make famine relief conditioaal 
upon acceptance of sterilisation and thus furthers the cause 
of family planning. Criticiaes the programraes of employment 
extension in Maharashtra launched by the Govemmnt such as 
breaking stones or working on unwanted roads. States that 
wage payments to the workers are delayed by two to four 
weeks. Describes that the Government, through the Food Cor-
poration, procured food-grains in the good years and nurse 
the stocks fr<»B season to season at considerable expense 
only to hand them over to the private trader just when his 
opportunity for profiteering out of them was the maximum. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, WATER SHORTAGB 
26 PRECEDENTED. Statesman 1970, May 27; 6 to-c. 
States that the heat vave^that swept across Indian stateS) 
has claimed hundred of lives and afflicted million of others. 
According to Jagjivan Ram more than 17 million people have 
been affected by drought in Bihar and Rajasthan alone. It 
must be conceded that authorities could do nothing about 
this. But they can certainly mitigate its efforts by a better 
supply of drinking water. The spell has already begun to 
break in some paets of the country and it will be surprising 
In a matter of weeks the complaints are not heard about too 
much water. The floods are not as uncontrollable as drought 
but Eiow much have the authorities to mitigate this ordeal? 
What has been done is hopelessly inadequate* Suggests that 
satisfactory measures be taken to tide ower the crisis. 
GUJARAT 
27 DROUGHT HITS state In wake of floods. Hindu 1968, 
Nov 13; 8 f-h. 
States that while Gujarat limping slowly back to normalcy 
after the worst floods in the century, the drought caught 
the state. As the Kharif prosfwects are not promising the 
authorities are now pinning their faith on the Rabi. States 
that the Government h»5«made scheme of getting the cattle 
of Kutch and Banaskantha to migrate to areas of South Guja-
rat having graBlng and drinking water faftftllties. The Govern-
ment have also started relief operations to meet the acute 
shortage of drinking water in Kutch. Describes that opposition 
leaders urged the Government to take relief measures for the 
scarcity areas OB permanent basis. 
RAJASTHAN 
28 SEVERE DROUGHT in Raj as than. U n k 15»13, 1972; 2»f-25, 
States that' duefofallure of rains Rajasthan Is facing severe 
drought conditions. The Government have yet to make a more 
to build a machinery for public distribution system. Scar-
city of drinking water is likely to pose the most serious 
challenge. There are several schemes but these held up due 
to want of funds. States that tho S|ate authorities In view 
of serious drought conditions will Have to impress on the 
Centre the need look at the states scarcity problems afresh 
and Integrate the investment on relief measures. Suggests 
the people to be helpful in the face of such a gigantic 
challenge instead of leaving every thing to the administration. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES,WATER SHORTAGE, BIHAR 
29 DEARTH OF drinking water worse than food shortage. Statesman 
1968, May 27J 9 a-b. 
Reports no starvation deaths in Jaipur. Despite of 7 crores 
spent last year for emergency measure s"^  duting the longest 
drought in Bihar»s history the water problem inthe region 
has become very acute. Comments the habits of the people of 
affected areas expecting immediate relief. Points out the 
sharp fall in jute acreage in Bengal which resulted a major 
shift in the policy of West Bengal Agriculture Department. 
Also criticizes the rise in price of essential commodities 
due to the famine• 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSESji WATER SHORTAGE, RAIN FAILURE 
30 SPECTRE OF floods and droughts. Commerce 123,3114-5; I97I: 
3I8. 
Discusses the flood fury in Northern India while in parts 
of Western and Southern India the monsoon has been so inade-
quate that emergency measui'es have become necessary to ward 
off near famine conditions. Describes the flood and drought 
situation in Bihar, Kerala, U.P., West Bengal, Assam, Rajas-
than, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, h^sore and Jammu & Kashmir, 
GUJARAT 
31 RAMAN (R V). Crops wi^rin six Gujarat districts. T I 
1972, Oct 6j 5 b.c. 
Describes that late arrival of the monsoon and the failure 
of rain in September have created scarcity conditions in 
8000 villages in Gujarat. The six drought-hit areas are 
Kutch, Junagadh, Jumnagar, Bhavnagar and Raikot. Deals with 
the scarcity of drinking water and fodder. States that the 
former State Government appointed a committee to suggest 
long-term plans to avert the scarcity. Points out that the 
State will consider itself lucky if it can harvest one-third 
of the groundnut crop produced last year. 
DROUGHTS & PAMIHES, CAUSES,, WATER SHORTAGB, INADSQUACY, 
BIHAH 
32 BIHAR FAMINE in perspective. Z_T 1967, May 1»*j 5 c-f 
States that Bihar famine has less frequently been discussed 
in the economic, financial and agricultural backgrounds* The 
agricultural input has been diminishing due to want of proper 
irrigation facilities, Griticizea the callousness of the 
administration and also its petty corruption. Suggests that 
Government should concentrate on the cash crops of sugar cane 
and jute. Moreover, other land refoiros may be adopted so as 
to increase the agricultural input. 
DROTJGBTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, GOVIRHMENT»S ROI^ 
33 FIGHT AGAINST famine (Ed). N ^ 1^,^9? 1966; 2. 
States that unprecedented natural calamity-drought-has 
engulfed Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and other 
parts of toe country, Descrji.bes that lack of rain,no doubt, 
brought about this devastnting calamity but the role of the 
men in power, too, has been no small a contributory factor. 
Suggests that the whole nation must rise in sympathy and 
support for toe stricken and suffering millions in Bihar, 
U P and other drought-affected areas. 
3^ NATIONAL COUNCIL resolution on drought conditions in Bihsir, 
U P and M P. N ^ 1S^9| 1966} 5. 
The National Council of CPI which met in New Delhi from 
Nov 25 to 29, passed the following resolution on famine in 
Bihar, Eastern U P and M Pt 
The CPI records its deep sense of anger and reviasion at 
the callous and irresponsible attitude adopted by the Cong-
ress rulers. Paced with this situation of unprecedented 
famine, toe Congress rulers are trying to throw the blame 
on natui^ (failure of rains), thus seeking to cover up the 
bankruptcy of their Five-Year plans, fiasco of their agra-
rian reforms and the hollot^mess of their food and price 
policies. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, GOVERNMENT'S WJM 
35 WEINRAOB (Bernard). India faces famine in worst drought 
in decades Criticism of Government grows, monsoon season 
holds the key. I H T 1973, Feb 21; 8 a. 
Depicts the grim picture of drought in India and spectre 
of famine in such states as Maharashtra. Hajasthan, l^sore, 
Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and pauts of Orissa. Discusses the 
food shortage and revelling population and their consequen** 
cesst Points out the depletion of India's food stocks by 
2 miilion tons due to war against Pakistan. Throws tt» light 
on tt% general obligation against the Government that it 
failed to respond quickly toihe drought because officials 
feared ^anic-b^jring and furtter inflation. 
RAJASTHAN 
36 ACUTE FAMINE catches State Government.napping. Tribune 
1968, Oct 311 7 d-e. 
States that Rajasthan famine this year is mainly due to 
wrong underestimation of the gravity of the crisis by the 
district administration. Criticiaes the local administra-
tion which Could not coaanission most of the tubewells 
simply because of its problems. 
37 AHUJA (D R ) . State in the grip of famine. H T I968, 
Oct 311 7 f-h. 
Asserts that the present famine in Rajasthan has not been 
caused by the lack of rain alone. The Government is not 
free from blame as it has delayed the development of the 
desert over the last two decades. J^seusses the Central aid 
sanctioned for sinking the tubewellsA migration of catties. 
Deals with the banks and also the transportation of fodder. 
Criticizes the State administration on whose report the 
particular area is declared as famine area. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, GOVERNMENT'S ROLE, ORISSA 
38 FAMINE HITS State economy. FJS 1968, May 16$ h d-f. 
Describes that Orissaisagaln in the grip of severe drought. 
Accoixiing to official estimates nine out of the 13 districts 
have been affected. Government is not in a mood to accept 
starvation desths though Mr Roy, MLA and Secretary of the 
Utkal Relief Committee insists that two starvation deaths 
have becin registered in the Koraput district. Comments the 
Government to take delayed action though It was already 
warned about the iapeiKling crisis. 
DROUGHTS * FAMIIffiS, CAUSES, D M K»S ROLK, TAMIL NADU 
39 BLESSING IN disguise. Link 11,37? 1969| 23«^. 
C. Subramanlam, the FCC Chiief does not want to minimize 
the gravity of situation but he critidaes the rulelng DMK 
on making it "melo-drama"• He admits that there was acute 
drinking water shortage but such conditions could not be 
described as "extraordinarj'^", la thinks the visit of P M to 
Tamil Nadu at tie moment as '*premature*' as it may not be 
beneficial. The DMK to maintain its base in the urban popu-
lation, is under obligation to provide a guaranteed minlm^aa 
of rice at one rupee a measure at an annual loss of Ss. 8 cr, 
in price subsidy. The drought in one respect is a blessing 
in disguise. 
mOUGHTS & FAMINES, CAUSES, DROUGHT lEBISTSNT CROPS, 
NON-PROLIFERATION, SOUTH INDIA 
IfO TIME TO act (Ed). U [ 1972, August 5; 6 a. 
Quotes Mr. Shlnde speaking on a motion in the Bajya Sabha 
calling attention to the drought conditions prevailing in 
the large parts of the country that "with so much experience 
in agriculture we shall be in a position to face up the 
situation**. He admits that the situation was unprefieRdented. 
States timt the trouble is that the Government have not put 
ei^ en such estperience as it have of agriculture to good use. 
Points out that Andhra, Mysore and Maharashtra have suffered 
from deficient rainfall for two to three years and yet very 
little seems to have been done to expldite work on the 
development of drought-resisting varieties of cereals. 
Suggests for timely action as the situation is alarming 
enough. 
90 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, APTERIFFECTS, KERALA 
'fl SATIAHARAYANA (0 S). Drought and famine i Desperate people 
eating roots and tubers, f ^ 13»3^J 1965$ 5 a-e. 
States that one-third of the Kamataka State is in the grip 
of drought conditions. Due to the went of rains the crops 
have cofflpletely failed. Fodder and drinking water have become 
scarce. Describes the high prices. Criticizes the Government 
as it have not started relief operations. 
ANDHRA PHADSSH 
k2 SEN (Niranjan), Ravages of famine in Sikandra block, 
P D 3,29; 1967? ^. 
Depicts the very miserable conditions of famine hit 
Sikandara block. The small children and very old persons 
have to work under the Hard Manual labour scheiae for their 
livelihood. Discusses the shortage of water and starvation. 
BCAHARASHTHA 
^3 UDIJIKSKY (Wolf), Drought in Maharashtra: Not in a 
hundred years, S P W 8,7? 1973; 383-96, 
States that 1972 will be remembered as another^year of the 
drought". Though it Is not the worst recorded, yet it is 
bad enough in large areas of country to create landmarks 
of misery all of their own for tens of millions of people. 
Describes that most of the states of India faced to cala-
mitous conditions varying in degree of intensity. Discusses 
the scope and aftermath of this drought before it becomes 
Just another episode in the long chain of similar episodes. 
JO 
DROUGHfS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, MAHARASHTRA 
kk PADGAONKAR (Dlleep), Maharashtra after rain II-
Hardshlp without anger. T ^ ''973f July 27} k c-e. 
Spates that whatever angry compassion the plight of the 
drought-stricken peasants of Maharashtra might evoke, 
there is no escaping two facts. First,that the compassion 
is hardly commensurable with real,concrete and daily 
suffering. Secondly, that there is virtually no echo of 
your own anger in them. Throws light on the unemployment 
situation. Though the rain has been adeqtuate but the far-
mers do not have bullocks etc. and which are not provided 
by the Government. Points out social evils which have 
taken place in the region to some extent. Highlights that 
during drought the class dlstinfetlon has been blurred. 
GUJARAT 
h$ ITSKKATESWARAN (?). Crippling effect of drought in Gujarat. 
Hindu 1972, Oct 29} 8 a-f. 
Discusses the aftermaths of drought in Kutch and of other 
part of Gujarat State. States that near-famine conditions 
always prevail in the northern parts of the State, namely 
Banaskantha, Mehsana and Panchraahal. even in normal mon-
soon time. Highlights the Government'a neater plan for the 
relief work. All the opposition parties are insisting upon 
the Government for speedy execution of the llarmada Project 
which will not only eliminate scarcity but also the ravages 
of flood in Broach and other areas and will also increase 
the power supply of the state. 
RAJASTHAH 
kS FAMINE GBTBS jolt to economy. F ^ I968, Nov 6$ h g-h; 
5 B-b. 
States that by the time the present calamitous famine.ends, 
Raja3than*o already sagging economy would be eoilpletely 
shattered. Describes the loss of lakhs of catties. Highlights 
the problems of transportation of fodder and suggests for 
proper measures to save the cattle wealth. Points out that 
the Government have planned massive cattle exodus to the 
neighbouring states especially MP in the absence of fodder. 
Holds the Government responsible for the water shortage. The 
Government have raised the wages of famine labour on the 
threat of a state-wide agitation to be launched by SSP. 
Suggests the Government to take measures to complete the 
Rajasthan Canal Project. 
DROUGHTS & FAMItlES, APTIHEFFECTS, RAIASTHAN 
KAUL (T N). Long.dry spells cause famine in Doongarpur. 
T I 1973, Jan 29; $ a-c. 
States that the entire d i s t r i c t of Doongarpur i s in the grip 
of severe famine despite ra infa l l . The long dry spell withered 
away the Kliarif crop. The worst-hit are the 3.37 lakh scheduled 
tribe people who constitute 6? perj^ent of the d i s t r i c t ' s popu-
lat ion. Reports the unemployment^as'^hG tejst rel ief work could 
not take place immediately. Anticipates that the cat t le morta-
l i t y th is year wi l l be inevitable even if the authorities save 
people from starvation as there i s very l i t t l e grass on the 
h i l l s and in the forests and also there are no fodder reserves. 
RANA (N N). Famine hits millions in desert districts of 
Rajasthan. Statesman I968, Sep 23; 7 a-b. 
Describes that the complete failure of rain fdjr the past 
three years and partial drought for four years e-so3.ier 
have brought the people of Jaisalmer to the verge of starva-
tion and shattered their econonor. The fate of Jalore, Barmer, 
Bikaner and parts of the Jodhpur is not different. Without 
the active help of tHe Centre and other state Governments it 
is really impossible to save many from starvation. The Govt 
is anxious to save high-yielding cows. The State Government 
has requested M P, Gujarat and tJ P for 250O tons of fodder. 
The five desert districts of Rajasthan afce, no doubt, scar-
city areas but even with a few inches of rainfall plenty of 
grass grows. The best quality of cows and sheeps are found 
here. 
MADHIA PRADESH 
CHALLENGE OF droughts and steps to meet. Statesman 
I969f Jvm 25; 6 b-c. 
States that the districts along the banks of the Narmada in 
Madhya Pradesh are the worst scarcity hit areas. Deals with 
the scarcity of water and spread of diseases. States that tte 
concerned district authorities are busy in rendering all pos-
sible assistance and carrying out relief measures such as 
construction of roads, digging of wells, laying of irrigation 
tanks, soil conservation etc. The State Government is pressing 
the Centre to accord early cleerence to Bargi and Narmadasagar 
(Punasa) projects. 
i2 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, BIHAR 
50 SEN (Nlranjan)* Through famine-stricken Gaya district. 
P D 3,32; 1967; 6. 
States that though late and sufficient rains have shown 
some mercy to the drought and famine hit areas of Bihar. 
But Gaya district continues to suffer as there has hardly 
been any rain in the worst-affected district. 
51 STATE OF famine. Link 9,37; 1967; 25-26. 
Deals with the declaration by the State Government of Bihar 
that as state of famine existed in Palamaxj and Hazaribagh 
districts and parts of Shahabad, Gaya, Mohghyr, Bhagalpur 
and patna. States that poor people in most parts of the S|ate 
are keeping themselves alive by eating wild froAts, roots, 
and the bark of trees. Reports the starvation deaths. High-
lights the shortage of drinking water and fodder. Points out 
the meagre relief. 
52 TASK OF saving 35 million people from famine, H W R 
16,16; 1967; 11. 
Throi/s light on the miserable condition in drought stricken 
Bihar and reports starvation deaths. Points out a downward trend 
in the price since the fall of the Congress Ministry, States 
that the non-Congress ministry can retiin its present image 
only if it succeeds ih relieving the distress of the drought-
hit populace. 
53 UWNI KRISHNAN. Biharj Front Ministry grapples with grim 
legacy of Congress misrule. N_A 15,21; 1967; 3,15. 
Describes that the declaration of famine in several parts 
of Bihar of the state Government made the Centre displeased. 
Discusses thoroughlycomplecities of the problems, mal-admi-
nistration, hoarding. Suggests that the parties forming 
coalition in Bihar and sfate Government should mobilise from 
every nook and corner of the couhtry the maximum possible 
relief to Bihar. 
EROUOHTS & PAMIHES, AFTEREFFECTS, fiEPORT, BIHAR 
5^ EPIDEMIC HITS S. Bihar. M O W 96»1**| 1967; $• 
Reports that amidst worst famine the small pox epidemic 
also broke out in South Bihar which hinders the relief opera-
tions and nade the prospect of an early improvement in the 
plight of the people more remot. Even the heavy rains in the 
recent weeks are of no avail at this stage but it may even do 
positive harm. 
DROOGHT & FAMIKEt AFTEREFFECTS, WATER SHORTAGE 
55 WEATHERALL (Ernest). India fights famines in Northwest. 
C S M 1968, Nov. 12; 5 b-c. 
States that migration of animals and families across Northern 
India resembling the population exchange between India and 
Pakistan at the time of partition. Discussed the acute shor-
tage of water and loss of cattle wealth. Mentions the Govern-
ments relief measures to face this calamity. Also mentions 
the assistance from Canada and U N. 
RAJASTHAN 
56 DISTRESS II Rajesthen. Statesman 1968, Oct 2^; 8 c . 
Explains the fazaine conditions which have appeared in entire 
Western Rajasthan for the fourth consecutive year. Remarks 
that shortage of water is very acute and needs immediate 
supply. Nature's vagaries can not be controlled but can be 
mitigated by timely action, therefore, suggests permanent 
arrangement for water supply by digging tube wells etc. 
57 GATHERING SHADOW of famine: Alertness not wanting. 
F E 1967, May 1^; ^ g-h. 
States that it is believed that Rajasthan, too, is fast 
heading for the worst so far as food is concerned. Describes 
that the successive failure of crops for the last three years 
have led to the present alarming position. Says that in areas 
whei^ drought conditions exist, however, position is already 
alarming. Cases of malnutrition are evident in these areas, 
points out that the state is facing a critical water problem. 
':i 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREPF1ECTS, WATER SHORTAGE, KftSHMIR 
58 WATER SHORTAGE in land of snow. £ J 1971, Jul 26, 5 e-g. 
States that the imprecendented drought conditions which have 
persisted in Kashmir for the last two years, have ended the 
myth that water flowed every where in Kashmir, Describes that 
the engineers haw so far had an: "unfortunate experience" in 
locating underground water resources. Also points out the 
power shortage. The only solution, therefore, lies in effi-
cient use of minimum available water. Suggests to cultivate 
wheat instead of rice which needs more water. Criticizes the 
officialdom and redtapism. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES? AFTEREFFECTS, WATER SHORTAGE, SOLUTION, 
TAMIL NADU 
59 TAMIL NADU'S plight. E_T I969i April 9? 5 a-b. 
Spates that Tamil Nadu is now faced with one of the worst 
drought of recent years and in one place ration cards have 
been issued for water by the Panchayat. The visit of P M is 
espected to the affected areas. The Centre has sanctioned 
b, 1,25 erores for drought relief,DMK fails to provide the 
rice for which it is seeking assistance from the Centre, The 
Government is forced to supplement rice by wheat. DMK propa-
gates against the Centre, Suggests that Tamil Nadu should 
adopt a graceful attitude towards the Centre, 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, EFFECTS ON SOIL M0IST13RB 
60 KESTER (Gerald) and SHAW (Eugene W). Soil moisture aspect 
of drought. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT (Bangalore) (I968). 
Proceedings. T^72. 292-'f, Bangalore, Uhiv of Agricultural 
Sciences, p 292Jf, 
Defines drought, from a soil-moisture relationship, in general 
terms, as a deficiency of moisture that sigliificantly lowers 
the34eia of a specific crop. There are different degrees of 
deficient soi3, moisture, resulting in from slight reduction 
in crop yields to crop failure. Focused!attention on two aspects 
of managing rainfed lands in order to reduce the severity of 
drought} the increasing of water absorption of the soilaand 
the prevention of exeessi^ ve run off. 
2 tJ 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, EFFECTS ON WHEAT 
61 PABVATIKAR ( S R) . Physiological studies on drought in 
Wheat. |n SEMINAR ON DROUGHTS (Bangalore) (I968), 
Proceedings, 1972. Bangalore, univ of Agricultural sciences. 
P 270.1. 
States tbfit numerous experiments hove been conducted In 
many countries and the data hare proved beyond doubt that the 
wheat plants are most sensitive to soil moisture conditions^ 
DROUGHTS & FAMI!ES, AFTEREFFECTS, EFFECTS ON BIG FARMERS, 
MAHARASHTRA 
62 THAPAR (Ashote). Drought in Maharashtra I- Coping with the 
crisis. TJ[ 1972, Dec 7; 6 c-e. 
Discusses drought in ffeharashtra for three yearstnsuccesslon. 
Points out that rabi crop will too fall. Describes the effects 
of drought on the well-to-do farmers and gives some Instances. 
Suggests productive work to tide over the situation. Also 
recommends the Central Government for making sure that the 
programme does not fail r for want of funds and foodgrains to 
pay and feed the drought ridden people. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, IMPACT ON ECONOMY, SUR7EY, 
ALUHAMD 
63 AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE(Allahabad). Study of drought 
conditions in Dolchlj A village of Allahabad District.1972. 
(Adhoc study, A.2(a). Publication, 35). University of 
Allahabad, Allahabad. P67« 
The Agro-Economic Research Centre, Allahabad Initiated a 
field sur^ in the year 1966^67 to ascertain the impact 
of drought on the economy of village Dolchl and to examine 
the response of villagers and the Government to meet this 
situation. This report publishes the result of the survey. 
4 P 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, IMPACT ON ECONOMY, SURVEY, 
ALLAHABAD. 
6^ AGROoBCONOMiC RESEARCH CENTRE(Allahabad). Study of drought 
conditions in Lokiaj A village of Allahabad District.1972. 
(Adhoc study, A.2(c). Publication,ifO). University of 
Allahabad, Allahabad. P59* 
The Agro»Economic Research Centre, Allahabad initiated 
a field survey in the year 1966-67 to ascertain the impact 
of drought on the economy of village Lokia and to examine 
the response of villagers and the Govt, to meet this sit-
uation. This report publishes the result of the survey. 
65 AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE(Allahabad). Study of drought 
conditions in Meohara Khasi A village of Allahabad District. 
1972.(Adhoc study,A.2(b). Publication,39). University of 
Allahabad, Allahabad. P61. 
The Agro-Economic Research Centre,Allahabad initiated a 
field survey in the year 1966-67 to ascertain the impact 
of drought on the economy of meohara Khas and to examine 
the response of villagers and the Govt, to meet this 
situation.This report publishes the result of the survey. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,AFTEREFFECTS,SOCIAL EVILS & UNEMPLOY-
MENT, WEST BENGAL 
* 
66 CHOUDHURY (Dilip Ghosh). Terrible drought in West Bengal, 
NA 20,23} 1972} 6. 
Reports thBt on the request of West Bengal for permanent 
solution to the drought problem which has become a regu-
lar curse the Union Government fixed the visit of Central 
drought study team. It deferred its programme by some days 
inspite of the desire of the State Govt, for making real-
istic study of the situation before the monsoon comences. 
High-lights the unemployment problems, starvation deaths 
caused by the drought and consequently the loot and theft 
by hungry, Santhalies. Bitterly criticizes the callousness 
and deliberate negligence of the bureaucracy in materialLBing 
the Government programme, C P I demands to increase the 
number of tube wells to be sunk, immediate relief and in-
oculation against cholera and smallpox etc. 
DHOUOHTS AND FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, SOCIAL EVILS, 
MADHYA PRADESH 
PROFITEERING IN famine. Link 9t^l 196?, Jun 11; 12.13, 
A memorandtim^ submitted to Prime Minister and Union Food 
Minister by opoosition leaders 7.K, Sakalecha and Rajmata 
Vijiyaraje Sclndia, highlights the sad plights of the people 
of five disticts of M P where famine conditions have led to 
mass exodus of the people. It says that no action has been 
taken against hoarders and blackmarkelears as many of them 
are patrom of local congresso^n. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTBREF^CTS, UNEMPLOYMENT, BIHAR 
68 BIHAR* S AGONY J Famine of food and water. Conanerce 
11lf,2921; 1967; 791. 
Reports that Bihar is facing the worst famine in history. One-
thlrd of the state has been declared officially to be affected 
by the famine. Makes a mention of the official reliefrraccorded 
to the famine-hit area. Discussed the unemplojrment problem 
resulted by the famine situation. Describes the official as 
well as non-official organizations and agencies engaged in the 
relief work. Explains that besides food, the clothirg, fodder, 
medicines and other neoessLtles are all in short supply. Above 
all the drinking veterhas become a major problem. 
DROUGHTS,& FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, EXPLOITATIONS, DEBTS 
69 ORISSA HARDEST-HIT among three parched States. Statesman 
1968, May 26| 9 a-b» 
Discussed the drought donditlons in Orlssa, Bihar and Rajasthan 
at length and reports that the people are bound to live on the 
intoxicating roots.The moneylenders are exploiting the situation 
by giving the loans tp the farmers on 100^ interest. Quotes a 
number of deaths caused by the starvation but it is denied 
emphatically by the Government. 
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DROITGRrS & FAMIHSS,APTBBEPPBCTS,MALiniTRinON,RAJASTHAH 
70 100 CHILDREN die of malnutrition. Patriot I968, Nov 11j 
6 c. 
States that 100 Children have died in Jaisalmer due to 
jRalautrltton and the number may Increase further if 
iimsedlate arrangements are not made for supplying mlllc, 
bahy food and vitamin tablets in the famine affected 
areas. Comments the State Government on the scanty supply 
of foodrains. 
71 RAJASTHAN FAMINE review^ Patriot I968, Nov 13; k a-b. 
States that the famine situation in Hajasthan was reviewed 
at a meeting of all-party State famine Advisory Committee 
under the chairmanship of Chief Minister Mobanlal Sukhadla, 
points out that Famine Relief Minister Paras Ram Madema 
has denied that 100 children died of malnutrition in 
Jaisalmer district. Discusses other relief measures at 
Governmental level. 
BIHAR 
72 MARGIN (JR). Inter-Services team renders medical aid in 
stricken Bihar, Hindu {may Mag) I967 Sep 3; 3 a-d. 
States that Invariably the famine is followed bynalnu-
trltlon and disease. And recently a small team of offi-
cers of the Array, Navy and Air Force under the name 
Inter-Services Medical Relief Team have started working 
in the drought stricken Bihar. Its first function is 
the free kitchen and the other is prevention of disease 
by carrying out extensive Innoculati^n and vaccination, 
disinfection of wells, treatment of infective hepatitis, 
malnutrition and other ailments. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEHEFFECTS, STARVATION, BIHAR 
73 PARAKAL (Pauly V). The face of hxmger In Bihar. N A 
1»f,U-8; 1966; 8.10. 1»f,lf9; 1966; 8-10. 
Describes the grave famine situation in Bihar and the conse-
quent starvation. States that unlike epidemics,death from 
starvation comes at its slowest. And in its prolonged agony 
it is many times more painful. It is this grim prospect of a 
slow death from starvation that stares at tens of thousands 
of people in Bihar today. Comments that both the Central and 
the State Governments are not providing adequate and regular 
supply of food stuffs and also not providing the people with 
the purchasing power through jobs. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, STARVATION DEATHS, ORISSA 
7^ STARVATION DEATHS in Orissa. ITA 16,25; I968; 13 a-e. 
The former MLA and member of State Secretariat of the Utkal 
State Council, CPI describes the harrowing conditions in 
which the people of the draught affected areas are living. 
He invites attention to several cases of starvation deaths 
and the woeful inadequacy of relief measures for the suffer-
ing people. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, LAWLESSNESS, ANDHRA PRADESH 
7$ DROUGHT. Link 11,^; I968;13*1if. 
Discusses the drought conditions in Andhra Pradesh, Some of 
the taluks have been hit by drought continuously for the last 
three to four years. Describes the shortage of drinking water 
and states that hundreds of villages are starved of drinking 
water. Also invites the attention to the problems of law and 
order caused by famine conditions. 
52 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFF.CTS, LAWLESSNESS, BIHAR 
GOpALAN (K). Pood riots, starvation deaths in Bihari 
Government remains passive and complacent, N A 13t28; 
1965; 1 a-«i 13 a-b. 
Desctihes the acute famine conditions in many parts of Bihar. 
Comments the ccsapliclty of police aw3 local administration. 
Deals with the clash hetvreen hung^zy mohs and landlords. The 
CPI concludes that a imited powerful mass movement for unearth-
ing hoarded stocksa and the provision of foodgrains from the 
Centre can save the people from widespread starvation and ruin. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, ATTITUDES, ANDHIIA PRADESH 
SHARMA ( ? V R). Drought hits 7.2 m people in Rayalaseema. 
T I 1972, Sep 26; 1 a-d, 10 c-d. 
States that Rayalaseema is now facing one of the worst drought 
in living memory. About 90^ of the region's an4 eight million 
people hage been hit. Almost the entire Kharif crop has been 
lost in the four districts of the reglon—Kurnool, Cuddapah. 
Anantapur and Ghittor, and the agriculturists no*hope to raise 
a better Rabi crop due to late rains. Throws light on the high 
prices of essential commodities, scarcity of food, unemploy-
ment and lawlessness. Highlights social prejudices among vari-
ous communities of Hindus even at times of famine. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, CPI DEMANDS, HAJASTHAN 
FAMINE CASTS long, dark shadows over Rajasthan. N A 
16,»f5; 1968; 7 a-e, ^ " 
C, Rajeshwara Rao, General Secretary of the CPI and H,K. Vyas 
member of the party's Central Executive Ccamnittee after mak-
ing a tour to the famine affected areas of Rajasthan submitted 
a memorandum. They said 20 lakh cattle have died; many more 
lakhs are migrating; 15 laWn people are affected and needing 
help. Government relief is too tardy and meagre. There is 
widespread anxiety over the fate of people and cattle in the 
dist£icts of Ganganagar, Bikaner, Jaisalmer and Barmer. 
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mOUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, CPI DEMANDS, RAJASTHAN 
79 RUSH ALL relief to Rajasthan. NJi 16,^6; 1968; 12 a-c. 
C. Rafteshwara Rao, General Secretary of the CPI and U.K. 7yas 
memter of the Central Executive Committee submitted a memoran-
dum to the Prime Minister on Nov 1 detailing famine conditions 
in Raj as than. This part deals with demands fe# which they made 
to meet the situation. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, AGITATIONS, BIHAR 
80 JITENDRA SINGH. Grave drought situation in Bihar, T I 
1972, Sep 28; 1 a-d, 10 c-d. 
States severe drought in various parts of Bihar, Thousands of 
people joined the mass |)rocessions organized by different poli-
tical parties demanding immediate declaration of famine and the 
launching of full-scale relief measures. Points out the soaring 
prices of foodgrains, unemployment, meagre relief funds and late 
distribution of 'red' cards for the supply of free ration to the 
stricken people. Describes that the lower middle classes in vil-
lages have suffered greatly but they are reluctant to take up 
manual labour. Farmers need loans for Rabi crops and the women 
of this class would also welcome the supply of "charkhas". 
Remarks that nothing has been done by the Government to alle-
viate the suffering of this category of people. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, T1IGRATI0NS, RAJASTHAN 
81 CATTLES DIE in thousands and the Government is helpless. 
E T 1968, Nov 11; 6 a-d. 
Deals with the grave consequences of drought in Rajasthan, 
Government open free fodder depotsbn the route to Madhya 
Pradesh as the people with their live-stocks are migrating 
to adjoining places including M P. Government faces two 
major problems -*- the transportation and distribution of 
fodder supply and help to those who are not migrating. 
Discusses with the relief expenditure and flie shooting 
prices. 
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DROUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, MIGRATIONS, RAJASTHAN 
82 RANA (N N). Jalsalmer caravan In search of food and fodder. 
Statesman 1968, Spp 2li-; 7 a-b. 
Describes that a caravan of 100,00 cows, sheep and goats and 
their owners is on the march frcw Jalsalmer to Jodhpur dist-
rict in search of food and fodder, Visited many remote villa-
ges and found that cattle owners were deserting their homes 
in thousands and if the present trend continues the entire 
country-side will be vacated. This isthe first time in the 
history of Jaisalmer that wholesale migration from this 
border district la possible, Barmer district which had a 
bumper crop last year is faced with severe food crisis and 
can not feed its own population. The conditions in Jodhpur 
are slightly better. 
DROOGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, GOTBRNMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY, 
EAST INDIA 
83 MANSURI ( M A ) . International situation in India deteriorating: 
Famine conditions in West Bsngal , Assam. Dawn I963f Oct 15; 1 
States the deteriorating conditions in India inspite of emer-
gency powers Which the Government have assumed last year under 
the Defence of India Rules, Describes the famine condition si-
tuation in West Bengal and parts of Assam and the rising prices 
of essential comfnodlties, Deals with the IMK's struggle against 
Hindi and also the student demonstrations. States that hungry 
people have begun taking law in their hands by looting rice 
from shops, godowns and beats following the failure of the 
Government to check the famine. 
mOUGHTS & FAMINES, AFTEREFFECTS, GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY, 
ELECTIONEERING, BIHAR 
&*^ OOPALAN (K). Congressmen quarrel while Bihar starves, N A 
IV,^8; 1966, Hcrr-Sfj 7 a-e. 
States that while famine and death are haunting the state 
the ruling Congress party is engaged in bitter group fight 
over the selection ofcandidates for the coming general 
elections. 
ff7 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,AFTEREFFECTS, LOCAL G0VERNI4ENT»S 
RESPONSIBILITY,RAJASTHAN 
85 MANY TROUBLES plagu© State,Government. Hindu 1970, 
Jan lifrf 8 g-h» 
States that the ranging flu in Bajasthan, acute shortage 
of drinking water and unrest aajong the peasaritiy and 
industrial workers as also the discontent among lakhs of 
people hit by continued famine have all coabined to give 
the worst headache to the Rajasthan administration in 
recent times. 
DHOmHTS k FAMINES, PREVENTI7B M3ASUR1S 
86 OAGLI (Vadilal). Drought: A challenge to admiristration, 
CocDnerce 126, 3219; ''973? 25. 
Discusses the drought challenge and suggests long term 
as well as short tera measures to get rid of this menace• 
States that the present drought has again highlighted 
the weakness of the planning strategy, 
87 T3C0K0MICS OP drought. BT 1969. May 31 5 a-b 
aates that in a country where agriculture depends on the 
Rionsoons, it is inevitable that there would be local crop 
faii^ures owing to seasonal variations in the quality, 
extent and spread of rain, A drought is, therefore, nothing 
unforeeen or tin-common in India. Comments on-the attitude 
of the state Government which has not brought the Famine 
Code into operation nor started gratuitous relief or other 
measures. Suggests that long term denirelopmdnt programme be 
taken in hand rather than temporary relief work. Condemns 
the Tamil Kadu<s threat to start a separatist movement if 
the Onion Government fails "to respond to Tamil Nadu*s 
request for b, 20 crores". If it does, it would be a cala-
mity much greater than the over publicised drought. 
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DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES 
88 BIGHT CRITICAL weeks ahead. Unk 15.37J 1973; 32-33. 
Discusses the drought conditions in different parts of the 
country. States that by all accounts the country experienced 
in 1972-73 one of the worst droughts in recent history 
but it was faced with vigour and courage. Describes the 
relief works in Guj«rat, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Andhra 
Pradesh. Talks of the scheme to meet the drought situation 
on a permanent basis and to reduce the severity of drought 
in areas where the drought conditions are occuring fre-
quently. It includes 5^ districts in the country which have 
been identified as drought prone. States that the next 
eight weeks, when the farmers wait anxiously for rains, 
are likely to be critical indeed. 
89 &AMINE RELIEF suggestion^ySwara.1 ya 12,17| 1967; 35. 
Suggests that surplus states should provide foodgrains 
to scarcity areas. Also suggests for keeping a banking 
account in which credit can be klipt alive for inter-state 
assistance and duly recognized when necessary and in such 
ways as the state in credit might desire. 
90 [RELIEF MEASURES] (Ed)^, Commerce 121, 3109; 1970; 1177 
Stresses on the productive measures inorder to check the 
future droughts. Admits that man cannot bring the rain 
but monsoon water can certainly be conserved in tanks and 
cites Gujarat State where such steps have been taken. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,TAMIL NADU 
91 KRISHNASWAMy(Sy). Drought and agriculture .Swara.iya. 13.^6i 
1969; 28-9. 
Discusses the drought conditions in Tamil Nadu.Describes 
the three main sources of irrigation in the state i.e.the 
river systems, the tank system and the w%rll..Suggests that 
the problem should be dealt with keeping in view the all 
India dimensions . Massive measures taken at national level 
can only reduce the impact of drought. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PRWEKl'IVB MBASORES,MYSORE 
92 RAMDAS(I,A).On droughts in the Hysore state and possible 
methods of mitigating their effects. In SEMINAR ON 
moUQRT (Bangalore) (I968). Proceedings* 1972. Bangalore, 
University of Agricultural Sciences. P ]h^h1. 
Gives a brief survey of the likelihood of droughts over 
the State of Hysore and the possible methods of mini-
mizing their effects. 
93 R3 151 CHORE relief programme mooted. Commerce 126, 
3221 J.19731 158-9. 
Discusses the massive relief programme conceived by the 
Mysore Government under dramatic circimstances. Points 
out that scheme will be implemented in two phases. The 
first phase includes the construction of the 250 Km 
long Obra. Sultanpur high voltage line and a substation 
at Sultanpur at a cost of &. 6.77 crores. 
GUJARAT 
9^ AFTER FLOODS, drought. Link 11,12| I968; 16. 
Following the floods in Saiuth Gujarat and parts of Sau-
rashtra last August a severe drought now hits the state. 
The Revenue Minister, Mr.Thacker began relief operations 
even before the official declaration of scarcity condi-
tions. The main problem is that of saving the cattle 
wealth and of providing drinking water. The Government 
decides to migrate the catties. Moreover, cow protection 
needs a conference of relisioys leaders. The State 
Government sets up a committee to suggest short term 
as well as long term measures against drought. Digging 
a number of tube-wells in Kutch and Banaskantha dis-
tricts seems to be the only way out. But such a programme 
is yet to be undertaken. 
=;R 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,RAJASTHAN 
95 AHUJA(DR). Jaiaalmer needs more aid to benefit from 
rains, gg 1970, Jul 131 6e. 
States that after eight years of drought rains have come. 
Suggests that the farmers should be provided cattle and 
resources to plough the lands. The President of the 
District Congress Committee jaisalmer suggested two so-
lutions to solve the problem of visitation of drought-
sinking of tubewells and early completion of the Rajas-
than Canal. He also recommended for special relief to 
the farmers. 
96 CENTRE TO the rescue Statesman 1969> May 16j 8 b-c. 
Discusses the famine situation in Rajasthan.Explains its 
consequences which have paralysed the normal life. Con-
demns the state government on the attitude of taking no 
precautions as the worst is yet to come due to the delay 
in monsoon. Demands from the Central Government to give 
top priority to complete the Rajasthan Canal in order 
to save the human and cattle life from such calamities. 
97 CHOPRA(KA),Economic impact of drought in Rajaathan. 
ET 1969i Mar 12j 5c-f, 6f»g. 
Analyses thoroughly the severe impact of drought on econo-
my. Presents statistical data in order to show the losses. 
Suggests for the fodder svipply, starting few industries 
like tanning, bone crushing, ^ t making etc to provide em-
ployment to the cattle rearing population.Coimnents on slow 
progress in digging wells .Further suggests that the Stud3r, 
teams, ai^ to be sent to the countries which face similar 
waterAfinl make the best use of available supplies. The 
experience of such countries should prove invaluable po-
licy guide. However, the lasting solution rests with the 
construction of the Rajasthan Canal. 
DROUGHTS & PAMIHES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,RAJASTHAN 
98 DEVELOPING THE desert. EPW 7,^1| 1972? 201^5. 
Throws light on the proposed development plan for 
Jaisalmer, the driest district in the region and the 
biggest district in the country and slightly bigger 
than Kerala State. States that in 1965 war proved a 
blessing in disguise for border districts like Jai-
salmer and Barmer, The Government took special steps 
to develop the means of communication in thess* areas. 
The State Govt, has now prepared a developnent scheme 
for Jaisalmer which goes much beyond the earlier defence-
oriented, steps. The scheme submitted to the Central 
Government for approval would cost Rs. 5.76 crores, an 
amount much smaller than the h 21 crores spent on famine 
relief in the district during 1963-69. 
99 MATHUR (GD). Rajasthan famine. E^ 1969» Oct 27; ^ -a-h, 
States that Rajasthan is an unfortunate state where some 
of the districts are always in the grip of famine and 
scarcity conditions. Thoroughly examines the scarcity 
conditions from 19^0 to date. Suggests that the jobless 
persons should be encouraged to saek employment in nearly 
urban areas. If they cannot migrate?small scale indus-
tries should be started by the Government. It is a eonsi-
dered opinion of planners and statesman that the persons 
employed in agriculture should be reduced to mitigate the 
evils and miseries of drought aaffected areas. Suggests 
for the establistaaent of village self governing bodies. 
Also suggests that public works like minor irrigation, 
soil conservation and deepening of wells be given priori 1y 
instead of road work. Recommends the appointment of a 
special expert committee. Australia and Newzealand un-
employment schemes will be helpful in fram-'ing schemes 
for the state of Rajasthan. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PREVENTIVE MEASURES,RAJASTHAN 
100 PLEA FOR increased Central aid. |g I969, Apr 23? ^ d-f. 
Discusses the famine situation in Rajasthan which is be-
coming increasingly acute and alarming. States that with 
out the adequate help from Centre and other agencies t 
timely relief could not he provided. The Central Study Team 
was sent to assess the magnitude of the problem vis-a-vis 
the Central assistance that may be required.Describes the 
State Government's scheme worth lis 66 crores for"which only 
two instalments have been released on the recommendations 
of the Team.The Team wanted the State Govt,to give more 
emphasis on irrigation, afforestation and soil conservation 
iMasures.Of course roads should also be constructed in 
those areas where there was no water. 
HARYANA 
101 SEW PROJECTS to check droughts:Problem of resources, 
FS 1969» Jan 17| 2g-h. 
States that the Haryana Government has decided to3aunch 
new projects to check the recurring droughts in the dry 
regions of the state. The Agricultural Corporation has 
sanctioned 8s four crores for launching a crash programme 
of water management during the Fourth Plan.Makes a mention 
of the proposal of launching a pilot project of sSiaUow tube-welL. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,HISTORY 
THE TRUTH behind the drought. Swara.lya. 11,20j 1966|5. 
Reports from Lucknow that after the severe drought of 19^2 
the State Govt, appointed a committee with Mr.Ashok Mehta 
as its chairman to assess the damage and devise the ways & 
means of overcoming such natural calamities in future.After 
^k years the situation is not better.The report has been 
kept in cold storage.It pointed that the Govt.had never 
bestowed much attention on minor irrigation,and tanks & wells 
were in disuse.The only alternative is tube-well irrigation 
but the Government's policy of charging high rates for ener-
gising tube wells deterred farmers from going on for tubewells. 
Era 
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DROUGHTS & FAMIHES,PROTENTIVE MEASURES,PUNHINO 
103 EXORCISING DROUGHTS (Ed mndtt 1969* Mar 15; 6t>. 
Discusses the recurrences of drought In some areas of the 
northern part of the country due to the failure of monsoon. 
Mentions about the Madras seminar on agricultural produc-
tion organized by the Fertiliser Association of India. 
Describes the Fourth Plan of Taail Nadu for which a pro-
vision of Is 72 crores has been made to combat drought. 
Points out that,indeed, ground water supplement to rainfall 
and surface irrigation makes farming secure. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PREVEHTIVE MEASURES, PLAMING, MYSORE 
lOlf MYSORE: Grappling with the drought. Link 15f32} 1973;19-2a 
Describes that Mysore State, particularly its northern 
region,has experienced drought seven times during the 
past ten years but the drought this year has been unpre-
cedented in extent and severity. There is a general feeling 
that it has turned out to be a blessing in disguise. Cri-
ticises the efforts and money, spent on the Malaprabha 
and Ghataprebha irrigation projects, as they had proved 
infructUqus because of ill planning and execution,Mentions 
the visit of Prime Minister to the effected areas. Sl» 
promised to provide every xjoasible assistance and p:olnted 
out the agitation as the hurdles in the routine works. 
RAJASTHAN 
105 JODilA (KS). Drought and scarcity in the Rajasthan desert: 
Some basic issues. ISi ^,16| 1969; 699-703. 
States that no developnent strategy for arid lands can 
prove effective unless conservation measures are an in-
tegral part of it. Unfortunately conservation has received 
hardly any attention in both relief works and development 
plans. Nor have steps been taken to prevent over-grazing 
and wrong use of land. 
if* n 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTBTS MEASURES,PLANNING,ANDHRA 
PRADESH 
106 PLAN PROVISION for scarcity areas. Hindu I969, Jan 29} 
6g-h. 
States that to meet the drought affected areas in Andhra 
Pradesh, a provi^n of Rs 51 crores has been made in the 
Rs, 650 crores Fourth Plan. The outlay covers develop-
ment in agriculture, minor Irrigation, soil conservation, 
animal husbandry, afforestation, rural electrification, 
Industries and <rrinktng water supply. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,SOIL MOISTURE, 
CONSERVATION 
107 HOSMANI(SA). Dry farming research conducted at Hagari, 
In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT (Bangalore)(1968). Proceedings* 
1972. Bangalore, University of Agricultural Sciences. 
P 88-103. 
The research conducted at the Agricultural Research 
Station, Hagari with the ob^ Ject of devising means to 
utillae the erratic and scanty rainfall to the best ad-
vantage In this tract together precise scientific data 
on the various cultural operations of conserving moisture 
and to raise the successful crop with dry farming practices. 
108 PATIL (RF). Soil conservation practices to fight drought. 
In SEMINAR ON DR0UGHT(Bang8lore)(l968). Proceedings. 
T5i72. Bangalore, University of Agricultural Sciences. 
P 332-»f. 
Deals with the main problems of the drought affected areas 
which are soil erosion and uneven distribution of rainfall 
and its in^^sufflcisncy. As man cannot have any control 
over it bo^  can do a lot in preventing soil erosion and 
conserving the moisture which is deceived from the rainfall. 
Suggests two methods for soil and water conservation I.e. 
1. Building of structures which prevent runoff and store 
the water. 2, Bringing about conditions in the soil whi&h 
reduce runoff, increase infiltration and reduce evapora-
tion of the moisture. 
5 ? ^ 
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DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PEBVEKTIVE MEAStJRSS,WATER BALANCE, 
RESEARCH,MySOBE 
109/ SUBRAHHANyAH (VT) and SASTBY (CVS). Studies in drought 
climatology. In SBMINAl ON DROUGHf (Bangalore)(1968). 
Proceedings 1W2. Bangalore, University Agricultural 
Sciences, p 26-33. 
Defines drought and discusses its following effects? 
1. Cessation of all surface runoff. 
2. Depletion in soil moisture, and 
3. Lowering of the ground-water table. 
Deals with the study made Chitradurga in Kysore State on 
the water-balance technique in drought. Suggest for fur-
ther study on severity and spread of duoughts. 
DROUGHTS A FAMI!IES,Pi®\rENTIVE KEASUHSS,P1T STUDIES, 
HESSARCH 
110 CHAKBABASAIAH (HSM), PATIL (VS) and PATIL (SV). Cropping 
in relation to climate and water needs. In SEMINAR OH 
DR0UGffr(Bangalore)(1968)# Proceedings. 19^72. Bangalore, 
University Agricultural Sciences. P205-8. 
States that rainfall and potential-evapo-transplration 
(PBT) were estimated to assess the deficit and surplus 
of water for four stations. Discussssthe possibilities of 
growing Kharif and/or rabi crops uiBer rainfed conditions 
with or without construction of farm ponds for protective 
irrigation. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PRETSKTIVB MBASURES,ECOLOGICAL BALANCE 
ttl FIGHTING mOUGHT (Ed),21 I973f July 31 j ^  b. 
Discusses the eight point strategy recoBaaended by the 
Planning Qommission which gets to the root of the problem 
by laying heavy emphasis on the need to restore the 
"ecological balance" in these stricken tracts. It means 
that the Govt.must provide them with a more extensive & 
permanent green or forest cover. Suggests that erratic 
pattern of rainfall can be changed for better only by 
afferostation. 
fi rj 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PRE?EN1!IVE MSASUHES, IRRIGATION 
112 GQDSHALL (J Arden). Drilled wells s A partial answer to 
drought. In SEMINAR ON DR006HT (Bangalore)(1968). 
Proceedings. I972. Bangalore, University of Agricultural 
Sciences. P328-3''. 
Discusses the drilled wells which could be the solution 
to drought. Remarks that %rater cannot be indiscriminately 
taken flom the ground without some thought about recharge 
the water source. Compares the open wells and drill well 
and critically analyses the arguments in favour of open 
wells and recommends for drill wells as they will bring 
greater dividends. 
DROUGHTS & FAMIKES,FRE?ENI1VTS MEASURES, IRRIGATION, 
TAMIL NADU 
113 FIGHTING THE drought (Ed). Hindu I969, Mar 29; 6b. 
States that a Study Team was sent by Union Government 
to assess the effects of the drought in many districts 
of Tamil Nadu. The team was Impressed by the serious-ness 
of the situation and pointed out that the Centre would 
make an adhoc payment to help the state in tiding over 
the difficulty. Suggests that ground water resources in 
the northern district of Tamil Nadu should be undertaken 
to prevent a recurrence of drought. 
Illf lUHPLUS FOOD district hit by drought. Hindu 1969| Mar 6} 
6f-g. 
States that North Arcot, the second nice surplus district 
in Tamil Nadu has been hit by drought severely. Discusses 
the greater need of reservoirs. Remarks that it is widely 
felt that the construction of a network of reservoirs on 
hilly tracts, adequate and supply of credit to farmers 
and price incentives may offer a solution to the drought 
situation. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PRMIIHIVS MEASURES,IHRIGATION» 
RAJASTHAH 
115 MOBSOON WASHES out famine fears. |2| 1970, Aiig 28j 2d-f. 
Suggests that the Government must learn from experience 
lasting over eight years so that in future when drought 
conditions reappear the authorities are not caught na-
pping. Griticiises that proper relief could not be given 
during these traumatic years due to family planning. 
Suggests that political considerations should not be 
allowed to take place in opening the relief work. The 
Famine Code should also be revised in order to check the 
malpractices in the name of famine relief. Recommends, 
that the Govt, should accept the advice of Central Stu^ 
Team* Makes a suggestion that the State Itovt.should also 
speed up the construction work on the Rajasthan canal 
project. 
116 NEGLECT FED famine. ^» I968, Oct ^5 9a. 
Deals with the famine conditions in the western districts 
of Rajasthan. Remarks that had tubewells been provided 
in the systematic manner the situation might not have 
been as critical as it is. Stresses the Govt.to intensify 
work on the Rajasthan Canal and initiate a planned pro-
gramme for tube wells. Suggests for the possible assistance 
to sheep rearing families and continuous efforts to better 
the living conditions of people of the State. 
DROUGHTS 6c FAMINES, PREVENTIVE MEASURES, IRRIGATION, 
MADHYA PRADESH 
117 PEOPLE ALONG Narmada know the rigours of drought. HT 
1969, Jun 255 10 8-c, 
The districts lying along the banks of Narmada river in 
Madhya Pradesh are the worst sufferrs from scarcity con-
ditions. The State Govt, pirovides fe, 1 crore for the 
relief and also pressing the Central Government to 
materianlizef, the Projects for irrigation as a permanent 
solution to save the people from heavenly calamities. 
The Central Government also sanctions Rs 2.15 crores for 
relief. 
^f 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PREVENTIVE MEASURES,AGRICtJLTtJRAL 
PRODUCTION 
118 FOR SROWTH with stability in agriculture (Ed). Commeree 
im-, 2905? 1967; 50. 
Deals with the address entitled 'Growth and instability 
in India's agriculture* at the 20th annual conference 
of the Indian Society of Agricultural Statistics in 
Waltair given by Dr.S.R.Sen, Additional Secretary to the 
Planning Comaiission. The most intractable problem before 
India tody is the one pertaining to agricultural productksi. 
119 KULKARNI (Q»),MELI(SS) and PATIL (SV). Ivapotrans-piration 
in relation to plant density under limiting moisture suppljiu 
In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT (Bangalore)(1968). proceedings, 
1^72. Bangalore, University Agricultural Sciences.P 137-^. 
Describes water as important factor in crop growth and 
specially under rainfed conditions where moisture is a 
limiting factor. Under limited moisture supply conditions, 
competition for moisture starts operating if plant popula-
tion Is more then optimum. Hence, evapotranspiration is 
directly related to plant density. Points out that the 
work on this aspect in vei»y meagre. Reviews the work done 
outside and in India. 
120 SEN (SR). Growth and instability in Indianagriculture. 
Yoiana 11,12| 1967? 15-18. 
In his address to the 20th Annual Conference of the Indian 
Society of Agricultural Statistics at Waltair on 10 Jan. 
1967 states that Indian agriculture is a phenomenon of 
growth and instability. The rise in growth is accompanied 
by a similar rise in instability. Suggests that this phe-
nomenon will have to be studied scientifically to evolve 
a correct policy of agricultural development. In the 
meantime, an area-wise demarcation based on the availabi-
lity of water would help improve our- agricultural efforts. 
DROUOHfS & FAMINES, PRBTBNTIVB MEASURES, AORICm.TtJRAL 
PHODOCTIOR.AKDffilA PRADESH 
121 RAO(CVH), The drought and the gloomy food prospects. 
BT 1968, Oct 15? 5 c-f. 
Describes that the drought situation in Andhra Pradesh 
has called for mobili«ation of all the resources and 
energy which official and non«-official organization can 
bring to bear on its solution. Presents the gloomy situa-
tion from the stendpoint of the State's and the Country's 
food and agricultural economy. Lays emphasis on the food 
production and rehabilitation. Deals with the effect of 
drought on the price situation. 
DROUOHTS & FAMINES, PRSTENTIfE MEASURES, AaRICULTURAIi 
PRODUCTIOR, RESEARCH 
122 OOUDOR(AN Channappa). Rainfall pattern in drought areas 
and farm production plan under dry conditions! a case 
study of Gadag Taluk: In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT(Bangalore) 
(I96B). Proceedings. 1^2. Bangalore,University of 
Agricultural Sciences P. 2o«6. 
States that an effective agricultural production plan has 
to be prepared in two trays. The one under wet conditions 
and dry conditions with which he deals critically. Makes 
some proposal's which may be placed before the experts 
for their valuable suggestions and implementations. 
123 ITNAL(CJ), RADDBR(GD) and PATIL(S7). Effects of skip-row 
cultivation and cover cropping on the yield of kharif 
jowar. Ija SEMINAR ON DROUGHT(Bangalore)(l968).Proceedings. 
1972. Bangalore, University of Agricultural Sciences. 
P 16if-8. 
States that jowar is grown extensively in dry tracts of 
North Mysore State. The yields of the crop in general are 
very low. Soil moisture is the main limiting factor for 
high yields. Agronomic practices that increase penetration 
of rain water into the soil and its conservation in the 
soil may be of great help in increasing the yield of the 
crop. The study on skip-row cultivation and cover cropping 
in kharif jowar were carried out at Agricultural Research 
Station, Saundatti, for two years, 1966-67 and 1967-68. 
DROUGHTS & PAMIHBS.PREVSimVl MEASURES,AGBICULTtJRAL 
PRODtJGTION,RESEARCH 
12^ KAJJARI(IIB),K0RA1)DI(?R) and K0LKARRI(M7). Effect of rain* 
fall on the yield of rabl jowar. In SEMINAR ON EiROUOHT 
(Bangalore)(1968). proceedings. 1f72. Bangalore,University 
of Agricultural Sciences. P 169-173• 
States tlMt rabi jowar is the staple food crop in the 
northern arid Eone of Hysore State. Studies on this topic 
were carried out at the Agricultural Research Station, 
Bijapur, Ten years data of rainfall and yield of rabi 
Jowar were need for corelation of total annual rainfall, 
number of rainy days, pre-sowing rainfall and post-sowing 
rainfall with grain and fodder yield of jowar. No significant 
correlation was observed. Suggests a longer period for 
study to arrive at useful conclusions. 
125 M1LI(SS),L1N(ISG0WDA(BK),KULKARNI(GN) and PATIL (SV). 
Agronomic practices for increasing crop production in 
frequently drought affected areas of Mysore State, PII8-I30. 
Deals with the drought conditions of Mysore State and points 
out that rainfall is the main source of water for crop 
production in the dry fanuing areas. Suggests that more 
intensive research is necessary to develop suitable agionomLc 
practices best suited to the local conditions to exploil; 
more fully the high yielding potentials of various crops. 
126 SINDAGI(SS) and REDDY (BS Gonda). Effect of sowing date 
and rainfall distribution on yield of ground nut crop. 
In ^MINAR ON lB0UQHT(Bangalore)(1968). Proceedings, 1972. 
langalore. University of Agricultural Sciences. P59-6**'. 
Studies yield data of ground nut crop of 16 years in relation 
to sowing date, rainfall distribution and temperature and 
finds that early sown crop usually gave higher yields than 
the late sown crop. Higher yields were obtained when the 
rainfall distribution was unifona. 
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DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PREVENTIVE MEAS0RES,AGRICUI,TtffiAL 
PRODUCTION,RESEARCH 
127 VENKATA RAO (BV) and SRINIVASAMORTHYCJade). Studies on 
fertilizer application for ragi and maize under rainfed 
conditions in Mysore. In SEMINAR ON DRO0QHT(Bangalore) 
(I968). Proceedings.l9/2t» Bangalore, University of 
Agricultural Sciences, p 77-87. 
The extensive and sustained work in J^sore shows that t&e 
application of fertilizers for crops like ragi and maiae 
grown under rainfed conditions is an inescapable necessity 
in order to achieve any improvement in crop yield. Nitrate 
of Nitrogen appears to be better in dry land coniitions 
then others. Asserts that the ragi crop with stand drou^t 
much better with fertilizer application than without it, 
possibly on account of more efficient utilization of avail-
able moisture. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PREVENTIVE MEASURES, AGRICULTURAL PRO-
DaCTION,FERTILIZERS APPLICATION 
128 MAHARUDRAPPA(K),PRABHAKAR(AS),BALIOAR(VC) and PATIL(SV). 
Effect of spacing, fertilizers levels on the performance 
of wheat varieties on Karl soil under dry farming condi-
tions. In SEMINAR ON DR0UGHT(Bangalore){l968).Proceedings. 
1972. Bangalore, University of Agricultural Sciences.Pl31-6. 
The investigation was carried out at Agricultural Research 
Station, Nergund, during the rabl seasons of 1966-67 and 
1967-68. The results show that the application of ferti-
lizer increased the grain yield to the extent of about h^% 
and the fodder yield to the extent of about ^0^ over no 
fertilizer application. Spacing of 17cm was found superior 
to 3^cm rowq)acing. The increase in grain yield was 22^ 
over 3^cm row spacing. 
129 SRINIVASA MURTHY(Jade) and ASWATHIAH(B). Analysis of demons-
tration results relating to fertilizer application for rain-
fed ragi(Elecusive coracana) in a low rainfall pocket. In 
SEMINAR ON DROUGHT (Bangalore)(1968).Proceedings,1972. """ 
Bangalore, University of Agricultural Sciences. P lO'f-12. 
The authors in this paper reported ths results which show 
that farmers in low rainfall pockets, who after get dis-
appointing ragi yields due to frequent periods of moistire 
stress, should apply fertilizer to ensure remunerative 
yields. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PREVKNTIVS MEASURES,AGRICULTtmAL 
PRODDCTION, PSRTiaZERS APPLICATION,RESEARCH 
130 KRISHNA MURTHy(K),NAOARAJU(S) and JAOANRATH(MK) .Response 
of ralnfed crops to fertillaera In Mysore State - A review. 
In SEMINAR ON DROUGRTCBangalore)(1968). Proceedings.1972. 
Bangalore, University Agricultural Sciences. P 17^+-82, 
States that the fertillBer application to ralnfed crops 
appears to be one of the major factor of Improving the 
productive capacity as seen by the majority of experiments, 
in this paper, an analysis of 67 experiments conducted in 
Kysore State on fertilizing finger millet, sorghum and 
wheat under ralnfed conditions has been made. This analy-
tical reviews indicates no deleterious effects of fertilizers 
in general on any of these ralnfed crops. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PREVENTIVE MEASURES,DRY FARMING 
131 HAVANAGI(GV).History and prospects of dry farming research. 
In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT (Bangalore)(1968).Proceedings,1972. 
Bangalore, University of Agricultural Sciences. P 113-7. 
Defines the term dry farming and traces out its history. 
Deals with the various systems and problems of dry fajnlng. 
Enumerates the findings of research on dry farming prior to 
I9l5t f^ pom 1916 to 19^5 and from 19^6 to date.Suggests in-
tensive research on dry-farming method keeping in view all 
the aspects of soil and water conservation in the region 
in which it is proposed to be adopted. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,DRY FARMING,MYSORE 
132 DEVELOPMENT OP Strategy to combat drought .Hindu I969 
Feb 18J 6c-g. 
Points out that Mysore State confronts the recrudescence 
of;famine or scarcity conditions. States that Govt.had got 
on hand now two plans ready for dreught relief measures, 
one of which was estimated to cost Rs.^0 crores had already 
been submitted for immediate Implementation to the Union 
Govt. A coordinated research project on dry farming had 
already been formulated to develop techniques to conserve 
moisture, introduce suitable plants, evolve drought resis-
tant varieties of seeds and adopt techniques of water 
harvesting. 
DHOUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,DRY FARMING,MAHA-
RASHTRA 
133 SREENIVAS(L). Dry farming in Maharashtra. In SEMINARS ON 
DR0tJGHT(BangBlore)(1968). Proce«dings.l972. Bangalore, 
University of Agricultural Sciences. P 56-8. 
States that the problem of dry farming In Maharashtra is 
highly complex as a large part of the state is susceptible 
to frequent partial drought, or complete failure of crops. 
Discusses the importance of water that needs to be provided 
for crop growth. Deals with the B^ imbay Dry Fanning method 
and its main features. Emphasizes the early completion of 
landing work so that an agronomist can prepare a farm plan 
in order to increase the production. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,DROUGHT RESISTENT 
CROPS 
13** DHULAPPA NAVAR(CV). Breeding for drought resistence in 
paddy. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT(Bangalore)(1968).Proceedings. 
1972. Bangalore, University Agricultural Sciences. P 230-3. 
-I 
States that the hazards of drought in paddy cultivation in 
India are very great and the annual loss of crop is consi-
derable. Discuss^tiie drought resistance in relation to 
special varietlei. 
135 KAJJARI(NB) and Puttarudrappa(A).Development of Rabl Jowar 
by kinds for the scarcity tract of Mysore. In SEMINAR ON 
DROUGHT(Bangalore)(1968), Proceedings.1972.Bangslore, 
University of Agricultural Sciences. P 2W8-53. 
Stuc^the important millet crops of ,%^e scarcity area of 
Mysore State. Dlscussesthe drought tc^rance habits of these 
l:^ brld3 and suggests for the development of good loboratory 
technique for identifying drought tobrance in early gene-
ration as an aid for plant breeding work. 
nn 
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DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,DROUGHT RESISTSNT 
CROPS 
136 KUL KARNI(IJG). Breeding drought resistent varieties in 
Castor. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT(Bangslore)(1968).Proceedings. 
1972. Bangalore,University of Africultural Sciences.P 238AI. 
Discusses the kinds of drought and defines the drought 
resistance.Studies the resistance in castor to drought 
conditions. 
137 PANCHAL(yC),MADHAVA RAO(0),SANJEEVAIAH(B),SESHA(^IRI RAO{T) 
and KRISHNA SASTRT(KS) .Assessment of drought taiLer§nce based 
on chlorophyll stability index of some sorghum inbreds and 
hybrids. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT(Bangalore)(1968).Proceedings. 
1972.Bangalore,University Agricultural Sciences.? 282«5. 
The authors present a study of drought tolfrance of some 
male sterile lines, inbreds and hybrids in*relation to 
C.S.I.values and field observations. 
138 RAMARAO(S),APPAIAH(KM) and KRISHNA SASTRY(KS).Studies 
related to drought toberance. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT (Bangalore) 
(I968), Proceedings.1972.Bangalore,University of Agricul-
tural Sciences. P 275-81. 
Discusses the studies made by Hencked and Kolotova regarding 
the drought tol^arance, and also deals with the effects of 
cytokinln treatment. 
139 RAO(IM0,REDDy(A Jayarami)and RAJAGOPAL(V).Evaluation of 
drought resistance in ground nutj)lants.g] SEMINAR ONDHOUQHT 
(Bangolore)(1968).ProceedingS.I972.Bangalore, Universitr 
of JgtiCQltural Sciences, P 209-2?. 
Defines the term drought resistance^ conducts a study and 
discusses the results. 
SANJEEVIAH(BS).Drought tolerance studies on groundnut.In 
SEMINAR ON DROUGHT(Bangalore)(1968).procooding8,1972. "^ 
Bangalore,University of Agricultural Sciences.p 23M--7. 
Evaluates the capacity of different varieties which can 
withstand the drought conditions. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,DROUGHT RESISTENT 
CROPS 
1lf1 THIRMALACHAR(DK) .Evolution of pulse varieties for drought 
tolerance. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT(Bangalore)(1968). pro-
ceedings, 197^.Bangalore,University Agricultural Sciences. 
P 226-9. 
Studies the varieties of pulses which may be suited to 
drought conditions. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,DROUGHT RBSISTENT 
CROPS,RESEARCH 
1lf2 DIVEKAR(CB),MAHBOOB ALI and SIDDAPPA(L).Agronomic method 
to conserve soil moisture and to resist drought. SEMINAR 
ON DROUGHT(Bangalore)(1968).Proceedings.1972.Bangalore, 
University of Agricultural Sciences,? 150-3. 
An.experiment was conducted from 1963-6^ to 1966-67 where 
in six factors each of two levels were considered in a 
confounded design with one replication. Suggests that 
putting bunds in time, providing adequate milch with ground-
nut hust sowing early by a forthight and the application 
F.Y.M. could help in getting more yields of cotton crop 
in scarcity rainfall area. 
1^ 3 MALLANNA(KN),RAJSHSKARA(BQ),SASTRY(KSK) and KULAKARNI(KR) 
Effects of water stress on growth and yield of six varieties 
of ragidleusine coracana). In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT (Bangalore) 
(If68).Proceedings.1972,Bangalore, University of Agricultural 
Sciences, p 2^2-7. 
An investigation was conducted to find out the relative 
drought tolerance of six varieties of ragi under field 
conditions at Main Research Station Bangalore-2if, during 
summer 1968. The grain yield of the crop was found to be 
affected by moisture stress. While Cauvery was affected 
to a greater extent R.O. 902 was found to perform well 
under all the moisture regimes indicating its capacity to 
withstand drought and its suitability to dry land cultivation. 
^2 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PRE7EHTIVE MEASORES, DROUGHT RESISTENT 
CROPS, INSECTICIDES 
iMf THIMMAIAH(G) and KRISHNA MURTHY (K), Role of insecticides 
on cotton in tiding over drought. In SEMINAR ON DROUGHT 
(Bangalore) (1968), proceedings. 197^Bangalore,Univer9lty 
of Agricultural Sciences. P 265-9. 
States that the yield potential of the cotton crop entirely 
depends upon fruitful fruiting capacity of the crop. Boll-
worm,Earias fabia, appear to be mostly responsible for 
the entire shedding of fruiting points. Describesthat though 
the plant protection measmres directly niether help in 
conserving soil moisture nor inducing drought resistance 
to the crop, yet it is possible to obtain more yield of 
good quality, a month earlier and thus tide over the 
drought conditions. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,ALTERNATIVE 
VOCATION^ RAJASTHAN '' 
1^5 IT HAS rained in JaisalaerjPermanent solution to be found 
out. jffiP 1970, Jul 1^; 7a Ed. 
States that agony of Jaisalmer has ended with heavy rain 
after eight rain-less years. Farmers have started ploujghing 
the lands. Suggests the people to settle some where^else 
where they have already migrated instead of returning to 
face another drought. Suggests that agriculture is not a 
compulsive necessity. Tourism and handicrafts offer a 
considerable potential. Exploitation of the mineral deposits 
in the region may also bo concentrated. 
DROUGHTS <S5 FAMINES,PRSVBNTr/E MEASURES,RUBHSR CULTIVATION, 
KERALA 
1»f6 FARMERS IN diistress. ET 1972, Apr 18; 3 a-d. 
Describes the drought situation in Kerala and its Impact 
on the crops. Discusses the ruber cultivation and the 
Centre's assistance in promoting this industry. The State 
Govt, are also anxious to promote rubber- based industries 
in Kerala. 
DBOUGHTS & FAMINESjPREVENTIVB MEASORES,GRASSLAND IMPROVE-
KBHTjEAJASiaAN 
1lf7 KUKIITAR SINGH and CHAKRAVARTY(AK). Management of grassland 
in arid areas. In SEMINAR ON DR0TJGHT(Bangalore)(1968). 
Proceedings. 1 9 / ^ Bangalore,University of Agricultural 
Sciences. P 193-8. 
Defines the arid zone of India. Points out that the grass-
land in the arid sone. as in other parts of the country, 
are rarely managed scientifically to provide adequate 
forage for livestock. On the basis of the earlier studies 
and work carried out at the Central Arid Zone Research 
Institute deals with the problem of grasslands in arid 
lands with particular reference to Ra^asthan Desert and 
measures for its improvement. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVIUNTIVE MEASURES,MIGRATIONS AND 
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES,RAJASTHAN 
1W8 END JAISALT^R'S sorrow. ^  1967, Sep 1»f; 7a. 
Finds it desirable that the people of Jaisalmer and Barmer 
may migrate to the areas like the Rajasthan Canal and 
Chambal tracts with their livestock and settle there unddr 
the rehabilitation and colonization programme. Suggests 
that the exploitation of minerals,oil or gas could provide 
increasing employment in mining and manufacture. Recommends 
the development of canel hair and wool industries as a 
source of their livlihood instead of spending money on 
relief year after year. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PREVENTIVE MEASURES, MECHANIZED FARMING, 
MAHARASHTRA 
1^9 MAHARASHTRA: The wrong priorities.Link 15»23; 1973; 10-11. 
Describes the unprece);idented drought situation in Maharashtra 
which is threatening to bring disaster to its rural economy. 
States that despite 25 years of freedom, the authorities 
have failed to take note of this grim reality.Criticixes 
the Govt, on employing lakhs of peasants on metal-breaking 
jobs because it has no relationship to takling the fundamental 
of the drought.Suggests for providing jobs to them of digging 
out the wells .Focuses aitentlon on the wastage of cat^ 
wealth in the relief camps.Hopes that the drought shouldnow 
help Maharashtra to bring about mechanization of farming. 
'^ i 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, PRWENTI7E MEASURES, PRIVATE ^ C T O R S 
ROIiB 
150 DROUGHT AND the private sector. Comaerce 125,3208; 1972j 
1091. 
Points out that the near famines or famines are not un« 
known in this country. The meteorologists vara about the 
monsoon and the Government should operate its machinery 
before such a calamitous situation arises. Suggests that 
the private sector be mobilized to help the common man 
in such a vulnerable situation. 
DROUGHTS & PAMIHES,PRE7EHTIVE MEASURES,GOVERNMENT'S 
RESPONSIBILITY, RAJASTHAN 
151 GOVERNMENT STEPS to tackle famine in adequate. FE 1969 
Mar 5? 5c. 
States that the State Government of Hajasthan is showing 
little concern about the drought situation. Criticizes 
the Govermient's slow progress in materializing its pro» 
gramme of digging tubewells. Acclaims that tte Govt.has 
also completely failed to give fodder to the dying cattle. 
Maharani Gayatri Devi of Jaipur comments the Government 
on tackling the issue in a "disorganized and piecemeal 
manner". She criticizes the Government's negligence, 
apathy and wrong handling suggests that the Government 
should be alert to meet the situation as it will deterio-
rate in April, May and June. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,PREVENTIVE MEASURES,GOVERNMENT'S 
RESPONSIBILITY, MAHARASHTRA 
1$2 MAHARASHTRA*1I For most, metal-breaking. EPW 7,52|1972t 
2»f79-8l. 
Deals irith the genuine drought hit areas of Maharashtra, 
Throws light on unproductive works taken up'ythe Govt. si«!h 
as road widening scheme and metal-breaking etc. States 
that it is because that the Govt, have no properly planned 
projects which can quickly be taken up for execution.Points 
out that some workers would like to go to jail for peaceful 
living instead of breaking metal for which they are not 
paid fully and regularly. States that absence of planning 
is the main reason for such state affairs for which the 
administration is blamed. 
DROUGOTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES 
153 CHORES WASTED OH Famine relief. Commerce. 11,3036| 1969;6a. 
States that the drought of I968 was the worst famine of 
the century. The State Qovernment spent on i^llef operations 
In the last 8 months U 30 crores and h 20 crores will he 
spent during the next few weeks. The Centrei Govt, team 
observed in its report that almost all the relief works 
initiated hy it were road works and many of them were of 
doubtful utility. Suggests that the famine labour should 
be diverted to major irrigation works. But nothing was done. 
15**- LOSS OP 20 million tones of foodgrSns? Commerce 125, 3197 J 
1972; 380-1. 
States that the prolonged dry spell In the current monsoon. 
Kharif crops worth Rs 1000 crores are reported to have 
been lost in ten states. The Union Agriculture Minister 
Mr.Fakhruddln Ali Ahmad Jms announced a programme under 
which adequate arrangements are being made to tide over 
the situation. Drought conditions in AP, Bihar,Gujarat, 
Haryana, MP, Maharashtra, Bajasthan,UP,West Bengal are 
discussed here. 
155 RANGA(NG).Compulsory famine,flood relief fund, ET 1969f 
May 21 5c-f, 7a-c. 
Discusses t^ ia^  the nature and geographical position of 
India which deserve proper measures to overcome famines, 
floods and cyclone etc. Suggests a compulsory relief fund 
in which all the states must participate. Tackles famine 
problem by adopting measures in agriculture. Strfsses the 
protection of crops and flood control. 
156 SPECTRE OF scarcity? A statewise round-up from Commerce 
correspondents.Commerce 125,3196 519721322-5. 
States that greater part of the country stretching from UP 
in the north to Myaore & AP in the south & from MaharaWitra 
& Gujarat in the west to the West Bengal in the east is 
effected by drought,The Central Govt.says ttet it will not 
cause undue alarm as nearly 9 million tonnes of foodgrains 
is in stock to meet the situation.The drought & flood con-
ditions in Andhra Pradesh,Assam,Bihar,Gujarat,Haryan,Maha-
rashtra,Orissa,Punjab,Rajasthan,UP & West Bengal are dealt 
with. 
'If? 
DROUGHTS & PAMINES,RSLIEF MSASURS,ANDHRA PRIDSSH 
157 DROUGHT AFFECTS Kharif prospects. Hindu l968,Nav k\ 6©-g. 
States that tha prospects of kharif crops in Andhra 
Pradesh are not encouraging. The drought has placed the 
state in a critical positoft, with scarcity of drinking 
water and fodder. Discusses the steep fall in crop out 
put and the relief work measures taken l?y the Govt .Also 
describes the golden jubilee celebrations of the Osmanla 
University. 
DROUGHTS & PAMIKES,R1I,IEF MEASURES,MAHARASHTRA 
158 NA?ROS MODY.Maharashtra-Ilj To some, a god-send EW£ 7» 
52, 19721 2if82.3. 
States that family planning was made a condition for the 
famine relief. Points out the meagre relief to cope with 
the scarcity situation. Criticizes the administration as 
ambitious schemes were made for water conservation and 
irrigation but seldom passed for implementation. States 
that people have observed in the past years that nothing 
could be done without pressing the administration so 
morchas and gheraos were becoming more numerous. 
159 RECURRING DR0U6HT(ld). 21 1972,Dec hi 6a. 
Explain that for the third year in a row Maharashtra has 
been hit by a severe drought but the scarcity of water, 
food and fodder this time threatens to take a more fearful 
toll than before. Suggests that the only way to relief 
the suffering of the local people In some of the remote 
villages is to haul water to them over long .distances in 
road tanks. Further suggests for the state budget for the 
proper upkeep of the facilities provided and fbanced by 
the centre in the form of roads, canals, contour bunds, 
community wells and percolation tanks. Points out that the 
Government has not triji hard to extend irrigation in the 
state. 
'^7 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, HELISF MEA3inffiS,MAHAHASHTRA 
160 WORST DROUGHT In three years. Gomiaerce 125,3208| 1972? 
1096«7. 
StatQS that for the third year In succession Maharashtra 
is in the grip of drought and the current one is worse 
that in the preceding two years. The drought is having 
serious repurcussions on the agriculture and industry in 
the state* Deals with the water shortage and fodder scardly 
Discusses the relief measure taken by the State Govt. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,GUJARAT 
161 GUJARAT•S PRIORITY for fighting drought. Goiarnerce 125, 
3208; 1972? 1096. 
Suggests for the organisation of relief operation in the 
scarcity affected villages of Gujarat instead of consider-
ing the take over of the ©holesale trade in wheat and rice 
as per the directive of AlCC. States that a Rs 22 crore 
scheme for organiaing spinning of khadi is on the anvil 
to provide employment to 22000 persons. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, RELIEF MEASURES, RAJASTHAN 
162 DROUGHT RELIEF. Link 11,13| 1968; l^ f-l?, 
Rajasthan is in the grip of drought* The official as well 
as non-official agencies ,^ oined their hands to meet the 
present situation. The opf^osltion parties also offer their 
full cooperation. Despite al l these efforts the situations 
is not completely imder control. The Hydrology Section 
of the State Irrigation Department warned the Government 
before hand about the withdrawal of monsoon. But the warn-
ing went unheeded. Besides the relief operations by the 
State Government, the Central Government decides to trans-
poit the weaker categories of c ^ t l e free from Jaisalmer, 
Barmer and Bikaner. ^^^^^t^ A^AOI 
\C>\7 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASUHBS.RAJASTHAN 
163 DROUGHT RELIEF measures need push. |g I969i J«n 2| 7c-f. 
Evaluates the assessment of the State Government that 
drought had begun to cast its shadow on certain pocket 
of western Rajasthan and states that It was not perfectly-
correct. Discusses the deaths and fodder scarcity caused 
by drought. Suggests that water problem be solved on per-
manent basis. Further suggests that high wages be paid to 
famine labourers as th^work in Incredible circumstances 
while the Central Team, which visited famine areas reco-
mmends that the famine labour should be reduced. Suggests 
for concrete steps to solve the problem. 
16*f KAUL (TH). Drought hits 20,000 Rajasthan villages. TI 
1972, Oct 7} 1 b-e. 
Reports a large area of Rajasthan in the grip of J^ine. 
The failure of the monsoon in September destroyed the 
standing crops all over the state except in the fields 
irrigated by well water. The drought is very severe in 
Ajmer and it is feared that the Govt, will have to eva-
cuate the population if there is no heavy winter rain. 
States that the famine between 1967 and 1969 in which amr 
60 percent of the cattle perished shattered the economy 
of those whose mainstay is the animal husbandry.points 
out that the Govt.has not set up fodder bank insplte of 
its announcement. Ho blueprints of permanent utility work 
have been prepared. 
165 LOHG-TERH MEASURES to combat famine. FS I968, May 12; 
^ g-h, 5a. 
States that PM, Indira Gandhi is of the view that the State 
Govt. Should take long term measures to solve the problems 
of recurring famine on permanent basis. Mr.Sukhadia states 
that maximum number of tube wells should be sunk in the 
desert belt. The Centre Study Team surveyed to assess the 
financial requirements of the Government to meet the situa-
tion and provide a permanent solution to the problem. 
Suggests the Government to take immediate steps to wver-
CQEM the fodder and water crises. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, RELIEF M15ASURES, RAJASTHAN 
166 RAJASTHAN: Ro food no water. Unk 15»23j 19731 12. 
States tha t the Centre has san^loned Rs ^.^fl crores to 
Rajasthan for r e l i e f work in the famine affected areas 
following a report submitted by the Central Study Team. 
Describes the v i s i t of Prime Minister to some sca rc i t y 
affected areas and her assurance to extend a l l possible 
assistance to the state to mitigate the sufferings of 
the people. 
167 SURJEET SINGH(KV).Rajasthan in the grip of famine. 
Swara.l3ra 13,17| 1968; 1^ 4. 
Describes the great loss of people and ca t t le in Bikaner, 
Jais8lmer,Barm8r,jralore and Jodhpur d i s t r i c t s of Rajas-
than and suggests that rel ief measures should be Intensi* 
fled in order to meet the situation effectlvely.Relief 
measures should comprise tax-relief on land, gif ts of 
fodder and food procui^d from other parts of the st^te & 
for even from other states,free food and even monetary 
help . 
168 UNPRECEDENTED DISTRESS in Jalsalmer. m 1968, Nov 8j 5a. 
Deals with the unparallelled famine situation.Discusses 
the steps such as supply of drinking water.sinking of tube-
wells and the setting up of fodder depots to meet the s 
situation.Mentions that official and non-official agencies 
have joined hands in the relief work.Facillties- are also 
provided to grow green fodder for the cattle offbmine 
affected areas in the state. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF lffiASURES,UTTAR PRADESH 
169 KRIPA SHANKAR.200 dead in Hir2apur:Relief works inadequate. 
M 15|16; 1967; 5. 
States that is lack of purchasing power among prorest sec-
tions of the population in Miraapur which is responsible fbr 
the over 200 deaths from starvation that have taken place. 
Anticipates that in the coming months the situation is baind 
to take a more serious turn and hunger deaths are bound to 
take place in still larger number if adequate relief is 
not forthcoming. 
u 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,REUIF M1ASIJRES,MADHYA PRADESH 
170 GOVBRNMSHT STEPS to fight drought .^ l969^Apr25j 2d«f. 
Describes the scarcity situation in Madhya Pradesh and the 
(M% declaration of Rs one crore to be spent on scarcity 
relief .States that due to tiB political upheavals in the 
state no one paid any attention to the prevailing scarcity. 
The State Government invited the Central Study Team to 
the State to assess the extent of the scarcity and the .. 
aid that would be ne^ed from the Centre* The CM announced 
thtt a sum of Rs. 50 lakhs has been placed at the disposal 
of the collectors of the affected districts for relief 
work. To check the misappropriation of funds the CM this 
time decided to appoint regular visitors non officials in-
cluding MI.A's for inspection on site. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINSS,BSLI^ MBASDRES,BIHAR 
DARBHAHGA IN distress: Relief measures to aid population 
of 90 lakhs, m 1970, Apr 6j 5a-e. 
Discusses the distress conditions in Darbhanga and other 
districts of Bihar lack of rains prevented farmers from 
transplanting paddy. And whatever was transplanted was 
subsequently destroyed by pests and floods. Enriches the 
article with facets and figures. Says that about 20^ of 
the total population of the State Is now getting various 
reliefs under the provisions of the Bihar Famine and Flood 
Relief Code. Also mentions that reliefs include 100JS ratSx«i 
from Govt.fair price shops. States that the iimaediate effect 
of the declaration of an sfrea as "scarcity area" the sus-
pension of the collection of all sorts of Govt dues inclu-
ding the agricultural loan and natural calamity loan. 
PALL-OUT from the Bihar famine.S^ 1967,Sep 11; ^ a. 
Quotes the definition of famine from BG ?erghese«s book 
•Beyond the famine',& traces the history of famine.This year 
famine compelled the Govt,to launch a programn» of relief 
works to 3^ovide employment & purchasing power .The bookjf also 
touches upon thB subject of conversion & points out that thesB 
conversions are not the results of famine assistance fjom 
Christian Missionaries,Argues that voluntary bodies can get 
thing done much quicker than Govt.agencies,Concludes that the 
famine has suggested certain plan priorities &ptterns of 
development which cannot be ignored.lt has given substance 
and meaning to the concept of planning fTom below. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASORES,BIHAR 
173 OAHCRADKK^).Relief work In Bihar. £4 9»3| 1967| V-8. 
Describes the grim famine situation in Bihar.Discusses 
thoroughly the relief measures taken hy the Oorernment 
and as well as by the voluntary organisations in order 
to meet the miserable conditions of the people.Suggests 
for productive relief work. 
17^ GOPAIiAN(K),Famine grips ahar. gk 1^,^551966?^. 
States that Bihar is facing an unprecedented situation 
of widespread famine and consequent death and starvation. 
The crops hsfve been destroyed. The Oovernment refuses to 
declare this area as famine area and introduce relief 
measures though it accepts the magnitude of the crisiis. 
175 HELP BIHAH call. N4 15,19;196759. 
States that CPI National Council 'im«t in Calcutta from 
April 23 tb 30 passed the following resolution. The 
National Council of CPI express g^ rave anxiety over the 
grim situation in Bihar where the state Govtmment 
had to declare famine in terms of the famine code over 
large parts of the state inhabited by over twenty million 
people. Remarks that National C6uncil fully supports the 
demand of the Bihar Government to raise the financial 
and famine relief. 
176 SEN(Mihlr)when men assume the God. TI 1968,May 12; 8b-e. 
Discusses the last year»s famine in Bihar where the whole 
world liberally rushed with food,cash and sympathy.Sxpaatas 
the nature's role & defines famine.Deals with the Hindu 
mythology & admits that men assume the role of God.He is 
godlike when he uses his cereberal cortex & thinks,analyses 
and reason "with his head".Suggests to concentrate on tech-
nology and accept change.Suggests the only probable solutlfln 
of this farbidding problem through yet unknow applications 
of electroencephalography & psychopharmacology & resort to 
direct manipulation with the human brain to bring about 
radical changes in mass belief and thinking. 
Of^ 
DROUOHTS & PAMINSS,RELISP MEASUHES,BIHAH 
177 SPECTBE OF famine tn Bih8r(Ed). g^m 16,17;1967j9. 
States according to the recent reports that the distress 
conditions in the State caused by prolonged drought are 
worsening and that a few real cases of starvation deaths 
have occured, inspite of all the official relief agencies 
at work and the considerable supplies of grain. Suggests 
that the Govemsent and the people of India should dirert 
all the help they can muster to alleviate the acute human 
suffering in Bihar. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,HISTORY,RAJASTHAN 
178 W.RAJASTHAN in grip of acute famine .Sj; 1970,Jan3$ 6a-d. 
States that West Rajasthan i s in the grip for the third 
successive year while for Jaisalmer i t i s the eight conse-
cutive year. Describes the early famines and says that 
1959-6O was the fortunate year wlwn the State was freed 
from this calamity. The Govt,has offered various facilities 
but the people did not l ike to go to the Ba;}asthan Canal 
for work.This year,on the suggestion of Central Study Team, 
districtwise plans are bring formulated for opening of 
famine rel ief works of perraanent u t i l i t y and thich may hs^ 
to end the menace of scarcity in the area. Acclaims that 
problem of banishing famine can only be solved i f i t i s 
taken as a national problem by the state and Central Govt. 
DROUGHTS & PAMIIffiS,RELIEF IffiASURSS,GOVERNMENT'S RBSPONSIHCLITr 
179 AS DRY as ever (Ed).Hindu 1970, Aug 23; 8a«b. 
Discusses the Lok Sabha's Confirmation that the monsoon 
behaved better this year and the consequent closure of 
re l ief work. Points out that dry bel ts remain largely as 
dry as ever and the coming and going of monsoon does not 
effect them. Suggests for permanent remedies. Hints that 
the funds allotted for this purpose in the Fourth Plan 
of the Centre and the States are fe r^ too meagre for the 
need. 
o 
moUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASUEBS,0071RNMSNf'S HES-
PONSIBILITY,TAMIL NADU 
180 MORALE BOOSTER ET 1969; Apr 20j 5 a-b. 
Reports PM's visit to Tamil Nadu which touched a sympathe-
tic chord in the heart of the people of the state. She 
says that Tamil Nadu drought has not been total as was the 
case in Bihar and UP but even than it has been unpreceden-
ted in the history of the state. PM receives the report 
of Central Study Team and also the meaorandum of the State 
Government.The State Govt.should resist the temp^tion to 
pitch its demands too high, something that may embatifass 
the Centre, The calamities should be met on the basis of 
mutual cooperation. 
181 SOS FOR drought relief. S ''969, Jun 18} kb* 
Inscribes that several states are once again in the grip 
of a severe drought. Condemns the allegation made by the 
CM K0S!unavidhi that the Centre is making discrimination 
against Tamil Kadu in the matter of affording drought relief. 
On the Government is doing in accordance to the acutenes 
faced by the individual states.Second Dr.KL Heo,Union 
Minister for Irrigation and Power that Central Government 
must lay stress on irrigation projects in order to control 
floods and rentraliae the harmful impact of drought. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, RELIEF MSA SURE, GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSI-
BILITY,MIS0RE 
182 (The SI®CTRS OF drought. Link 12,2; 1969} 17. 
Discusses the want of rains and the failure of monsoon in 
Mysore.States that the drought is severe in Bangalore, 
Mysore,Aassam,Kolar,Mandya,Bidar Gulbarga,Belgaum,and Dhar-
war districts. The Chief Minister Veerendra Patil detailed 
the measures taken to meet the situation .Ife announced ill 
that Oovt.would appoint a sett>r officer as Distress Relief 
Commissioner. His duty to see where relief works were being 
carried out and whether they were being done properly. 
iL 
DROUOHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MSASURSS,GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSI-
BILITY, ANDHRA PRAIBSH 
183 OOUR(Raj Bahadur), Drought relief measures in Andhra In-
adeqiaate. n^ 20,^311972 j5. 
States that this year's drought in Andhra Pradesh is un-
precedented by au. accounts. Describes in detdl the after 
effedts of drought and suggests that peaeantPbo provided 
with jobs. The Government vras to declare the allocation 
for relief vork and the Agriculture University too isade 
annoxmcement of loan for cultivation purposes as compeltod 
by the organization of gheraos, agitations and demonstra-
tion, CPI demands that money spent on relief work should 
be used for deepening of wells,repair of tanks and ex-
tension of canals. 
lSf LIHA'KECBalmohan V) and RAHALKARCMadhav D).Drought relief4 
A first hand account. ieH.6,lf1j I97I? 21M-3, 
Describes that Paithan taluka of Aurangabad Distric com-
prising iSf villages is frequently subjected to drought. 
Gives first hand report on relief work done in the states 
and explains that if these conditions of unsatisfactory 
relief work reiaain the starvation deaths or suicides will 
take place. Highlights unemployment conditions in view of 
the lowered down wages announced by the Government without 
any reason. 
185 RAO(A Prabhakar), Drought causes concern in Andhra, HA 
19,33? 197159. 
I^scusses the grave drought conditions in Andhra Pradesh, 
States that the executive coHBuittee of Andhra State Council 
of CPI comments the Government which has not taken any 
steps 30 for to such relief to the affected areas. Demands 
the immediate relief work, opening of fair price shops, 
fodder depots and stoppage of land revenue. Further demand 
tha,t the Government should procure all paddy stocks to 
tide over the crisis. 
OCT 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,REI.IE? ]JEAS0BES,Ga7ERSME!n"S RESPONSI-
BILITY, MAHARASHTRA 
186 CH0UDHnRY(Ch8ndr8gupta), MaharashtraiDrought r e l i e f very-
meagre. N4 If,35J 19711^* 
Discusses the severi ty of «irought and i t s a f t e r maths a t 
length. Bftaarks that i t i s a to ta l collapse of agrarian 
economy. Points out that various orgsniaationscrlticisse 
the government's policy of spending money on non-productive 
act ivi ty like road constfiiction and demand f i r s t pr ior i ty 
to productive work like |)8rcolation tahks,small and medium 
irr igat ion projects and %o well-sinking. Immnta from 
the Government insurance against future famine. 
DROUGHTS & FAMIHES,RELIEF IIEASimi;S,6a7ERIiMElir<S RESPONSI-
BILITY, GUJARAT 
187 BANASKANTHA AND Kutch badly hi t by famine .^Lndu 1970, 
Jan 19| 6f-h. 
pJtates the Gentle's discrimination towerda Gujarat in grant-
ing assistance for rel ief work as compared to other sfefces, 
Gujarat i s being purposely ignored because of i t s leaders 
loyalty to the organization Congress.Describes the Qovetmaent 
master plan estimated to cost 8s. 1.lf7 crores.and rel ief 
measures. 
188 GANGADHAR(V). Famine in Gujarat.Bfl 9^,1; 1973;16-9. 
States that Gujar&t is facing its worst ever famines .Rellaf 
work is hampered by non-(Cooperation between the various 
Strate of the State machinery. 
I89 GUJARAT STEPS up efforts to meet situation.Link 15t23} 
1973|in 
States that Gujarat Govt*has prepared a revised plan of 
te.92 crores to meet the acute drought conditions in the 
state.In II9 villages the potable water is being provided 
through tankers.Throws li'ight on the non-availability of 
foDdgralns from fair price shops, Criticiaes the Syndicate 
politics which is blaiming the Government. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIIF MSAStHffiS.GOVERHMENT'S RBSPOSSI-
BILITT,GUJARAT 
190 SSHGAI.(Kiildip Chander). Famine conditions in Gujarat dia-
tricts. E2i ''969tApr 15j $c-f. 
States famine resulting from drought conditions in four--
districts of BanskanthayKutchiSabarkantha and panchmahals. 
Focuses attention on these districts by providing some 
basic data about the living conditions and employment pa-
ttern of the people so as to move the State and Central 
Govt, authorities into quick action for helping vulnera-
ble sections. 
191 ST0RJ4 OYER Sargnja famine area issue, ^  l967f'Tul 9| ^ g-h. 
States that the Govt|did not declare Sarguja as famine 
area because every one there would then be entitled to get 
free food from Govt. CM says that it makes no difference 
the Governn»nt canl-onder the same kind of help to the 
hungry without declaring 0 place as a famine area. A heated 
discussion took place in the Assembly on this issue. 
DROUGHTS a mmms R S U K F . ^SEA3UBIS,G0V1PJMSI?^»S RESPONSI-
BILITy,RA.JASTHAN 
192 BORDER BHILS and best cows migrate to Pakistan •Organiser 
22,131 19681 7,1^. 
Comments the criminal neglect on the part of State as well 
Central Government while discussing the colossal magnitude 
of the tragedy in Rajasthan. Points out that 2^00 cows are 
dying daily. Shows anxiety about the migration of cows and 
Bbils to Pakistan. Criticises the scanty and meagre relieC 
Suggests the quick completion of Rajasbhan Canal which, 
besides irrigation, will prove to be string stefence measure 
as it runs parallel to the border. States that all the 
apposition parties have extended their full support but 
they wont to work as co-planners of the schemes so that 
the state government does not misuse famine relief fund. 
. it 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,EELIIP MEASUBES,OOVSRllMEin!»S RISPOHSI-
BIUTY,RAJASTHAlf 
193 CENTRAIi ASSISTANCE to famine-hit areas.^ 1968,Dec 13l^g-h. 
States that for the first time in official circles there 
is a feeling that the current calamitous drought isiH^sthan 
is being fought by the State Government alone. Prime Minister 
Indra Gandhi assured the state for sufficient help to tide 
over the serious problem created by the nature's fury. Th& 
Study Team emphasized the need for productive work in the 
famine hit parts. States that the State Government demanded 
&. 60 crores from the Centre to meet the present situation. 
Describes that the State Government is not happy with the 
pattern of the Central assistance to meet the situation, 
mentions the relief works taken up by the Government. 
19^ FAMINE-HIT RAJASTHAN. Swara.lva. 13,3^? 1969 J 15-8. 
Reports from Jaipur that the State Government is spending 
te. 11 lakhs a day by employing 6.56 lakhs of famine-hit 
people on relief work. Maharani Gayatri her 
great dissatisfaction 
195 FAMINE RELIEF fund utilizations Delhi directive ignored. 
m 1970, Mar 15i ^ g-b» 
Discusses, in detail, the rejection of CM of Rajasthan 
Mr.Sukhadia to the proposal of Mrs.Gandhi for wetting up 
a committee comprising the representatives of the Centre 
and the State to supervise the relief.work. Deals with the 
repercussions to be caused by the rejection of this pro-
posal. States that Mrs.Gandhi wants the assistance from 
Centre to be utilized properly on the productive projects. 
The Union Government decided to shift the famine labour 
of Jaisalmer and Bikaner districts to the Rajasthan Canal 
to work on the project. But there was no response on the 
part of the people the Government therefore fixed a dole 
Rs. 12.5 per head. States that the CM of Rajasthan is now 
reconciled to the necessity of starting productive works 
in Jaisalmer, Bikaner and Jodhpiur. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, BELIEF MEAStJRlS,GO?ERNMENT'S RSSPONSI-
BILITT,RAJASTHAN 
196 UNENDING ORDEAL of Rajasthan, Hindu I969, May 2I4.J 6d-h. 
Deals with the miserable conditions of drought stricken 
of people of Rajasthan State. Discusses the scarcity of 
water and fodder. Orlticizes the Govt.for inadequate reaief. 
Suggests for permanent relief to get rid of this natural 
menace. 
DROUGHTS k FAMINES, ISLISF MEASURES,G07ERNHENT«S RESP0N8I-. 
BILItT,HARYANA 
^97 FAILURE OF two crops leads to distress, W I969, Jun 16| 
If g«h, 5a. 
Discusses the distress in three districts of Haryana caused 
by the failure of Kharif I968 and rabi I969 crops. Deals 
with the Goyernnient's soheiae of drilling tubewells and re-
covering the amount on instalments from the famines. Gives 
the details of assistance from State Government and as well 
as from Central Government. Points out that the CM of Har-
yana rejected the demand of tax concession made by the 
villagers but on the other he asked them to be prepared 
for additional taxes to meet the additional expenditure on 
development schemes* 
mOUOHTS & FAMINES.RELIIF MEASDHES.GOVERNMgHT'S RESPONSI. 
BILITT,UTfAR PRADESH 
198 DROUGHT HITS economy severely.Commerce 113, 2899j I9661 92t, 
Reports that the drought conditions dominate the economy 
of U.P. and the kharif crop has been destroyed. The U.P. 
Government found itself short of seeds due to a^wetk long 
rains and the quota allotted by the Centre is also inade-
quate. Points out the difficulty in drought strickei) areas 
for the landless labourer in getting employment.Analyses 
critically the 5 year plans as far as the Central's in-
vestment in UP•8 industrialisation is concerned and tells 
that six large and medium size projects have been announced 
start set up during the H h Five Year Plan period. Hint a 
the unsatisfactory work of some of the existing industrial 
enterprises. 
op 
DROUGHT & FAMII3ES,HELIEP MEASURES,OOVERHMENT'S RSSPONSI-
BILITYjORISSA 
199 ACUfE DROUGHT in Orissa again. Link 15,Mil9738 20-21, 
States that Orissa is again in the grip of acute drought, 
and hundred of deaths have been reported from different 
parts of the state. Deals with measures the Oa^reminent has 
taken to meet the drought conditions which include the 
feeding programme for school-going children,expectant 
mothers and a '*food for work" progranune. 
200 DROUGHTS AI© distress. U n k 10, 50j 1968? 21. 
States that continuous distress resulting from three con-
secutive years of drought, floods and cyclone has reduced 
Orissa to a large-scale "relief state". Reports starvation 
deaths. Comments Swatantra administration which has excelled 
the Congress in its anti people policies. The food position 
of the state is also not very bright.The Govt.has not tsken 
any steps to bring out the hidden stocks. 
201 FAMINE RELIEF. |B 1972, Apr Hf j »fa-b. 
States that it would not.be possible for State Government 
of Orissa to prevent deaths by starvation unless the Centre 
renders libral assistance. Suggests that faime policy shoaald 
be modified in order to take the relief measures to long 
term development of the drought stricken areas. 
202 MAHANTy<Sadananda]. Drought hits OrissasPeople starving 
to death. ^ IV, 17? 1966; 3a*e, 11a-e. 
Deals with the severe drought situation in Orissa State & 
reveals the starvation death.States that Kisan Sabha and 
CPI decided to organize a demonstration before the Orissa 
Assembly to condemn the calmisness of the Govt.and to 
demand real relief measures for the drought affected people. 
3C 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,EELIEP MEASDHES,G07EIlNffiIIT»S HESPONSI-
BILITY, BIHAR 
203 CISTRE'S ROLE in famine(Ed)^Capital 157t39^9I1967I838-9. 
Discusses the Indiference of Central Pood Minister, 
Mr.JagJivan Ram in meeting the famine situation in Bihar. 
Condemns the political controvercies between the non-Congxees 
Bihar Govt.and the Centre.Mr.JagJivan Ram reportedly said 
that the real problem in Bihar was to put purchasing power 
in the land of the people who had lost their livlihood in 
tl:» drought and be claims the sufficient stock of food.The 
problem of drinking water also deserves assurance•Suggests 
that centre as well as the state government should Join 
hands in tackling this problem on permanent basis* 
aoM- GOPALAN(K). Centre's antipattry forced Bihar to declare 
famine. N4 15t18j 1967? 11 a-©. 
States that the unhelpful attitude of the Central Government 
towards the needs of the relief operation in Bihar is con-
sidered to be a major reason for the decision of the Bihar 
Govt.to declare the worst affected parts of the state as 
famine area. The centre has not proceeded beyond the limit 
of normal assistance to the state Govt.in organizing relief. 
205 HBATE9 DEBATE but no action.Commerce 115,2932;1967; I80, 
Bihar faces the worst famine in history yet the Govt.has not 
made any serious effort to comandeer food stocks and check 
prices.States that the parties ms^i constitute the Govt.of 
Bihar had been condemning the Congress while it has in power 
for its failure to tackle the goarders and proJiturs.Con-
demns the Government's apathy and negligence in tiding 
over the situation. 
206 UHQUICKENED CONSCIKNCB. EgW 2,16;1967; 7^3-^. 
States that for the first time since independence a part 
of the country has been officially declared famine-stricken. 
Bihar is facing acute famine situation.Remarks that how 
little the grim situation has touched the conscience of 
the country.Comments the State and the Central Govt.Hopes a 
little to tackle the problem in the forthcoming months in 
view of apathy and state sdministration. 
r. 
DRCmOHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,GOVT'S EESPORSIBILITI^ 
TRIPURA 
207 SAROJ CHANDA. Tripura in grip of drought? Situation ex-
tremely serious, NA 20,3;1972;10i 
Discusses with great concern the drought situation,and 
resultantly the high prices and starvation deaths•Cominents 
the inadequate relief to the affected area and the state-
ments of Finance Minister and Deputy Minister of Agricul-
ture as they will not p^acify the angry members, St res sea 
upon itaaediate relief and suggests' that agriculture should 
not totally depend upon the vagaries of nature when Triptf'a's 
water resources are not meagre,Demands the supply of pump-
ing sets to meet the requirements of peasants. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,LOCAL GOVERNMENT'S RES-
PONSIBILITY, ANDHRA PRADESH 
208 HIT BY drought Link 8.1^i196^i19. 
Andhra faces a sever drought,The problem of water is solsred 
ty the adequate supply of water from Tungabhadra,The Govt, 
is unable to dePide best forms of relief for the affected 
areas as the District Collector furnished with scanty 
reports,The tribal population live on roots & face its after-
effects.However,the Nfettore district is safe from famine 
conditions. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES.RELIEF MEASURES,LOCAL GOVERNMENT'S 
RE8P0NSIBILITY,MAHARASHTR.A 
209 SURANA(Pannalal). Who cares about the drought? EPW 7, 
»+6-7j 1972? 2269-70. 
Discusses the drought and its effects in Maharashtra, 
Highlights the severe problems of supply of drinking water, 
fodder shortage and maintenance of livestock,Mentions 
that fair price shops are not sufficient to meet the demand of 
drought hit people.Criticises the ill management as regards 
the payment to the labourers,Suggests that students pro-
blems need particular attention. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, RELIEF MEASURES, LOCAL GOVERNMENT *S 
RESPONSIBILITY, MADHXA PRADESH 
210 SARGUJA FAMINE. Link 9»^7|19675 13-1^. 
States that the present acute scarcity In the district of 
MP is usually explained as the result of three consecutive 
droughts.lt is also partially man-made .Describes the tour 
of Prime Minister to the affected area who did not say a 
word against hoarders and blacteajarkeii?,ers nor did she pull 
up the administration for its cai^ous Indifference to the 
poorer sections of the population.Suggests that the urgent 
need is to supply paddy seeds to the cultivators well in 
tirae.S.N.Tripathi, a member of the Stage Vidhan Sabha has 
bla^med the bureaucracy for the deterioration in the food 
situation. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, RELIEF MEASURES,APPEALS, RAJASTHAN 
211 RAJASTHAN GOVT, alone can«t provide relief Governor. HH 
1968 Nov 7| 6 b-c. 
The Governor of Rajasthan says that the^ Govt.alone cannot 
do everything. He appeals to philanthripists,charitable 
institutions,welfare societies,social workers and the 
country-men as a ahole to come forward at this moment and 
strive their best to help fight this calamity. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,VOLUNTARy ORGANIZATIOIS' 
ROLB,MAHARASHTRA 
212 MALHOTRA(Inder). The drop that counts. T^ 1973 July 1j 
8 b-e. 
Discusses the services of voluntary agencies,national as 
well as international, to fight against drought in Maha-
rashtra. Deals with the vital role of voluntary agencies 
in the drilling for drinking water. Remarks that even If 
voluntary contribution to drought relief be a drop in 
the ocean,it is a drop that counts. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,VOLONTARI ORGANIZA-
TIONS» ROLE,BIHAR 
213 ECONOMICS OF famine. Gomgioree 115* 29l*-5| I967i ^ * 
Analyses the famine situation in Bihar from economic view 
point by quoting figures.States ttot Ra 100 crores had 
been spent on famine even the Bihar state is not altogether 
free from famine.Discusses aid fr<»a voluntary organisations 
such as OXPAM (Oicford Comraittee for Famine Relief). 
21if FREE iCITCHEN that feeds 22,000 people Yo.1ana 11,1tj1967j 
Cover 17. 
Describes in detail the free kitchen run by Manav Rabat 
Mandal (Mankind Relief Society). Besides, he mentions the 
services rendered by other non-official organizations such 
as Bed Cross,Bharat Sevah Samaj, Bombay Citizens* Relief 
Committee, Tata Relief Trust and Bihar Relief Committee. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,VOLUNTARY ORGANIZA-
TIONS* ROLE,GUJARAT 
215 CONSPIRACY OF flood and famine in Gujarat. Statesman I968, 
Oct 11,9 a-b. 
Dep^icts the grim picture of famine and discusses its after-
maths which resulted in high prices & increased thefts in 
drought-stricken areas.Appreciates the services of sooii. 
agencies and philonthropists who vdunteered financial asds-
tance in such a grave situation.Suggests that long term 
Bwasures for permanent drought relief in the drought prone 
areas should be taken in hand as part of the states plan 
to eradicate drought conditions.Asserts that the Normada 
river valley project is the only solution. 
216 NO MERCI from monsoonjBaneskantha«s misery.ET 1970, Jan 25$ 
5 c-f, 7 a-b. 
States that nearly 5200 villages in nine districts of Qajamt 
are hit by drought.The worst hit are the districts of Kutch 
6 Banaskantha with about a thousand villages such affected 
by severe scarcity.Points out that the State Govt.has chsflted 
out a Is 12 crores plan to fight the drought.Apart from govern-
mental agenoie8,vluntary bodies are also making efforts to 
help the scarcity hit people.Emphasises permanent solution 
instead of temporary, relief work. 
n 
mommS & FAMINES,RELIEF MSAS0RES,VOmNTAHy ORGAHIZATIONS* 
ROLE,GUJARAT 
217 RELIEF OPERATIONS in Gujarat hit areas. FE WO,Jvm I0|5a-c. 
States that the Govt.haa mobilised voluntary support and a 
niJKBber of agencies took up the relief work» The Sadguru 
Sova Sangh and CARE(Cooperati«e for American Relief Every-
where) are worth mentidning» Discusses that the relief work 
being carried out by official and non«official agencies 
in drought affected areas are unparallelled. Suggests that 
instead of stopping relief with the onset of monsoon the 
State Govt.should provide help to the farrners for cultiwatton. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,VOLUNTARlf ORGANIZATIONS' 
ROLE,RAJASTHAN 
218 RAJASTHAH»S ORDEAL. IB l968,Nov 11} 6 c-d. 
States that Rajasthan has been severely hit by faraine.lt 
is heartening to note that voluntary bodies as well as State 
Govt, are raising funds for relief. The magnitude of Rajas-
than 's needs is so great that these adhoc contributions 
will not help to meet them fully. The Government should 
consider the removal of cattle to some other place.Suggests 
for the scarcity of water and fodder. Asserts that the 
permanent solution of Rajasthan's problems l^&in the 
quick completion of the Rajasthan Canal. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MSASURES,irOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS* 
ROLE,EFFECTIVBNESS, BENGAL 
219 CONSTRANTINB(R) .Famine effectively tamed. Yo.lana 11,11? 
19671 19-21. 
States that 33 out of 53 million people are affected by 
famine. Yet there is neither death nor begging on a mass 
scale as happened during the Bengal Famine,The Govt.has 
injected an acute sense of urgency in the situation.Dis-
cusses the assistance from, voluntary bodies from within 
the countrv and abroad and also deels with the gratuilous 
relief to h^ lakh people,Describes the water supply and 
unemployment to famine-stricken people. 
DROOGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES, US AID 
220 Famine and US aid (Ed), Commerca 115,2931? 1967; H I . 
Appreciates American's generosity which helped India in 
famine conditions. Remarks that this generosity has impar-
ted a new dimention to international brotherhood. Criti-
cizes the India's policy which does not precaution to 
combat this natural calamity as it has become a regular 
feature,Suggests that a marginal assistance is understand-
able. But to ask somebody to take up the entire burden 
eventually evokes disgust. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES, TOOTH PARTICIPATION 
COMPAIGN AGAINST famine, Unk 15,^7;1973; M-»f2, 
Discusses the "Youth against famine" compaign launched 
three months ago. Describes its two novel features many-
sidedness and enlistment of local initiative, A serious 
coraaent of the compaign,in fact has been focussed on the 
allowance for the volunteers in such areas,which cuts inta 
the purchasing power of the drought victim and makes 
essential conmiodlties scarer.for them than before. States 
that a proposal has been mooted for the conversion of the 
compaign into a "continuous programme", being directed 
against a specific problem, like water shortage or illiteracy 
every year. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASURES,MISSIONARIES ROLE, 
RELIGIOUS CONVERSION 
222 DEORINANDAN SINGH. Some conversions during distress. 
Statement 1967, Sep 11; 7 c-d. 
Deals with the question raised both in Parliament and the 
press that whether the foreign Christian missionaries 
engaged in relief work have exploited the distress to step 
up proselytization. Though it is difficult to draw a line 
between forced and roluntary conversion but however,finds 
it voluntary, Admists their soperiority in work in social 
economic and educational fields. Highlights the adverse 
effect of the missionary work that is the "detrlballzatlon" 
or the gradual vanishing of distrinctive traits of tribal 
culture through conversions. 
0 ^ 
CROTOffTS & FAMINES,HELIEF MBASURESjOXFAM HOIS, BIHAR 
223 OXPAM HEIPS revive hope in a famished land, m 1969, 
Oct 21{ 3c, 
Oxfam invests £ 100,000 and pliaa the services rendered 
by eight of the Oxfam volunteers in order to meet the chalferiige 
of terrible drought in Bihar. «r.Iieath6r,arG 03cfam volun-
teer observes the famine conditions with other volunteers 
and Serva Sova Sangh. Makes the community self reliant wid 
roots outs the causes of another drought by isproving 
irrigation and water facilities. 
mOUGHXS & FAMINES, KSLIBF MEASURES, CENTRAL COORDINATION 
COMMITTEE'S RECOHMENDATIQNS,RAJASTHAH 
22if DROOOHr RELIEF in Rajasthan. Svarajya 15f3^?1971;11. 
Deals with the guidelines for lueeting the drought situation 
in Rajasthan, fonaulated by the Central Coordination 
GouEsittee whicSi was sot up last year heedless of Sukhadia*s 
strong objections. Throws light on the recommendation made 
by the Central Study Team to tackle the situation. 
QEOtrGBTS & FAMIMS,MILIEF MSAStmES,GPI lEMANDS, ANDHRA 
PRADESH 
225 RAOHAVACHARlf(C), Andhra stir for drought relief. H^ 16, 
361 19681 16 B«^. 
States that Andhra is facing an unprecedented drought con-
ditions. Crops worth lis* 362 crores have been devastated. 
The police is taking repressive measures against those who 
have been organising Satyagraha and miarches to focus atten-
tion.on the severity and intensify of the critieal bondi-
tion. The executive committee of the Andhra Council of CPI 
has demanded acceptance of scheaes estiaated to cost 
fis, 100 crores for permanent irrigation measure and central 
assistance to the state in this regard. 
••J C 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RSLIEP MEABURBS,CPI DEMANDS,ORISSA 
226 WIDESPREAD FAMINE and hunger - deaths. NA 20,23; 1972; 
3 a-e, 6 a-d« 
Gives a detailed account of starvation deaths. Hlghlight-s 
the sevei^ity of the famine hy giving an Instance of a lady 
who was b M to eat fles^ of ,dead human body, points out 
the inadequaty of gratul.tlo,us relief. Discusses the memo-
randum submitted by tlw CPI official, suggesting the Govt, 
of India to take up Orissa famine relief as an urgent 
national issue and ensure adequate steps for meeting the 
immediate demands of the people* 
mOUGHTS & PAMIHSSjHEUSP ]«EASUBES, IRRIGATION,MAHARASHTRA 
22"} THAPAR (Ashok). Drought in Maharashtra II-A long term 
problem. TI 1972, Dec 8; 6 c-e. 
In this article the author deals with the chronic scarcity 
in Maharashtra State. Suggests a more extensive network of 
major and medium irrigation projects to case the problem 
on permanent basis. Further recommends the promotion of 
sugar industry in the region. Points out that sugar cane 
is the only crop which can stimulate investment in irriga-
tion on a scale large enough to deal with the prtolem of 
drought, 
DBOUGHTS & FAMINES,HELIEP MEASURES, IRRIGATION, BIHAR 
228 imOTJGHT,FLOOD and pests. 1970, Sep 10; 3 d-h. 
States that drought and flood coexist in Bihar,Deals with 
drought conditions in different districts of Bihar,Discusses 
the relief steps and points out that a master plan was 
being drawn up for tackling the situation on a permanent 
basis in the chronologically drought affected areas. It 
envisages Vm execution of both major and minor irrigation 
schemes sinking of tube wells and local works programme. 
Mentions another menace in the foim of pests that has 
contributed to ovn share alongwlth natural calamities. The 
State Govt, decided to bring all the affected area under 
M.demic Control Act which w i n facilitate compulsory plant 
urotection measures. 
^9. 
DROUGHTS & FAMlteS,KBLISF MEASURSS,IHRIGATION,BIHAR 
229 The DROUGHT IN Bihar and U.P.(Kd). AICC SR I8,10,1966j3-^. 
Considers the famine conditions in Bihftrand eastern part 
of DP. Emphasises the need to develop the wide network of 
minor irrigation schemes in order to prevent such happen-
ing in future. Defines that the help from Central Govt, 
only cannot meet the requirements therefore other surplus 
states should come forward. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,BSLIEF l^ASURES, IRRIGATION,WEST BENGAL 
230 Rs 26-CRORE plan to fight damage. Commerce 125,3198;1972j 
M+3, 
States that the West Bengal Govt.has a plan to repair the 
damage that the flood and droughts have inflicted on the 
on the State's rural economy. The Centre also showed its 
readiness in sanctioning amount for irrigation purpose. 
Appreciates the State Government's energetic move but doubts 
that this scheme by itself does not guarantee that the 
desired results will be achieved. 
DROUGHTS & FAMI^IES,RSLISF MEASURES,FAMINE INSURANCE, 
RAJASTHAN 
231 GOUR(VK).Fighting famine in Rajasthan. HT 1970,Feb 16|7c. 
Says thali during a couple of decades in the past the state 
has infact been famine free only once in 1959-60,and the 
Government is, therefore, bound to divert its scare funds 
to famine relief. Suggests the setting up of Famine Insu-
rance Fund on the lines of one organised by Lord Lytton. 
Recommends the donation in kind for distribution among 
the famine sufferers. Emphasizes the inter-state coopera-
tion to Contribute half per cent of their respective in-
comes for a fund like the International Monetary Fund. 
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DROUOHTS & FAMINES,HELISF JffiASORlS.fRIBAI. ATnTUDS, 
MAHAHASHTEA 
232 SUSTAINED,BOT hard work of s c a r c i t y r e l i e f In M.P, fflffi 
16,27il967;11. 
Deals with the c r i t i c a l situation in Madhya Pradesh as the 
t r ibes refused to accept the rel ief . Suggests for effective 
action before the monsoon sets in . Also takes a note of 
pol i t ica l struggle for the coming Election. 
DEOUGHTS & FAMI1®S,EKI.IEF 1«JSASURES,FRES FQOD,PEOPL'S 
HSACXIOIISjEAJASTHAH 
233 FAMINE RSLISF. M a ^ 11,19|1968} 18-21. 
Chief Minister Sukhadia told the representatives-of the 
voluntary organisations not to open any free kitchen in 
the famine stricken areas of Rajasthan* It was decided in 
accordanee with the wishes of the people of the drought 
affected areas^ The people donot want free kitchen but want 
to work. A bluprint for relief work has been prepared in-
cluding both short tez^ and long term measures. The State 
Govt, proposes to construct five hundred tubewells in the 
desert districts of the State. The Government can honour 
its pledge to the people of providing work to all the 
affected people only if it receives adequate funds from 
the Centre. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,HSLIBF MEASURES,CORRUPTIONS 
23^ GOVERNMENT'S UTTER failure to tackle famine.NA 20,2Jf}1972$11. 
Says that the test relief work provided is very small in 
comparison with the requirements. It will also cease after 
the rains commence. Anticipates that the situation is bound 
to worsen after the stoppage of this limited test relief. 
Criticizes the ^  rampant curruptlon In the administration 
and in the award of test relief work. 
IOC 
DROUGHTS & FAM1HSS,R1LIBP MEASOEES,CORRUPTIONS,RAJASTHAN 
235 AHDJA(DR)? Recurring droiig;hts shatter economy, ^  1972, 
Apr 1^ 1 5 g-h. 
States that the huge expenditure incurred liy the Rajas than 
Oovernment on famine relief measures in the western region 
during th© past fitre years has caused serious strains in 
the state«ji financial position. Points out that the liabi-
lity and § e t figures of the State Gove rnmentre pre sent a 
dismal picture. Criticizes the Government as it has not 
taken any permanent relief programme and also comments on 
the corruption, vmstage and misuse of famine funds.Suggests 
that the funds should have to be spent on jjroductive work 
such as the solution of water problem in order to overcome 
the famine menace. 
236 NOT MOtlGH. Tl I969,0ct 30? 8 c. 
Explain that it is clear that a large part of the money 
spent o@ famine relief projects in Ra,1aathan last year 
has gone to line the pockets of P.W.D. and other official 
in the state, Th© Famine Relief Commissioner has ordered 
departmental enquiifes against 200 officials and only those 
against whom a prima faci© case is established will be 
handed over to the Anti Corruption Bureau. But this will 
not convince the public that everything will be done to 
bring the guilty to look, Rajasthan is budgeting for as 
much as Rs ^ crores for relief work. Suggests that ev^ry 
possible step be taken to make sure about the utilization 
of this amount and most drastic punishment mast be 
out to those who are found guilty of having snatched bread 
out of the months of the starving. 
237 WHAT HAPPENED to Rajasthan famine funds? Organisers 25, 
19? 19721 6. 
States that the materials and tools purchased about two 
years ago for the relief work are not traceable and suggests 
that it is a high line that a top level probe is instituted 
to find out the issue which involve several lakhs of rupees. 
The State Govt.sulKBltted a detaileS memorandum estimatiig 
the total expenditure on meeting the drought situation to 
Rs 79.3'' crores.Describes that the nature of work would be 
irrigation,PWD>3oil conservation and afforestation.Points 
out that as no detailed plans have been prepared to meet 
the drought,It is believed that the famine expenditure will 
again go waste.Chavan suggests that a detailed project report 
on desert development in Rajasthan should be prepared. 
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DROUGHTS & FAMINES,BBLIEP MEASaHgS,C0RBUP!I?I0N8,BIHAB 
238 GOPALAN(K).Officials hamper Bihar Oovernment's raasslv© 
famine falief operation. ^ t5,22|l967|8-9. 
Describes that famine in Bihar has reached a c r i t i c a l stage* 
Sufferings of the people have been Multiplied mainly due 
to the criminal neglect of rel ief works by the previous 
Congress regi m-s. Highlights the problems of saalnutrition 
and corruption. Under the pressure of the people the Bihar 
Gdnremment issued new guidelines to the officers but I t 
i s observed that they are not following them. 
DiiaUGHTS & FAMII?SS,KBUSF MEASURES, CORR0PTIOUS,MISAPFRO-
PBIAflON OF FOHDS,MADHIA PRAESSH 
239 WHEHS-ABOOTS OP Rs 2 crores s t i l l a mystery. Hindu I969, 
Aug 21; 6 g-h. 
States that Madhya Pradesh was in the grip of a drought 
for two years, 1965-66 and 1966-67. Large emounts of laomy 
was spent on rel ief work in the affected districts.There 
were allegations that much of this money was being misspent. 
Allegation regarding rel ief works in the Daraoh d i s t r i c t 
were r^artioularly grave. S7D Ministry appointed KN Nagar 
Kathi as one-man coaimisaion to probe into the matter. States 
that some Congressmen pointed out po l i t i ca l overtones in 
his report as once he belon^d to PSP and i t was his PSP 
friends in the 3VD Govt.that appointed him as oneman camai-
sslon. Summarleses the findings of Kagar Kathi Commission, 
DHOOGHTg '& PAHimSjHSLISF MEASURES, COimUPTIOHS,MISAPPRO» 
PRIATIOM OF P[INDJ,BLBCnONSSRING,BIHAR 
2^0 BIHARs l lect ion expenses in the midst of famine.Capital 
157,39^519675217. 
Highlights that much of the money that could have been 
used for famine rel ief in Bihar i s beingdiverted to the 
election campaigns in the state,The pol i t ica l ieadership 
does not csrtjnor,api^rently|do the Hrany others who eoiild 
heip.Eeforo asking for food aid from abroad,the people of 
th is country need to ask them selves what has happened to 
their own sp i r i t of charity. 
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SROUQBTS & FAMINES, RSLI^ MSASUBES,0E6A!IIZATI0N 
0 2 M NO CISJDS m slght(Ed). gT 1972,Jul 28} 7a-b. 
Discusses the drought conditions of varying severity which 
have been reported from a large number of states. Points 
out that due to adequate buffer stocks the bad kharif season 
could be tide over. Tackles the problems of organizing 
relief measures in scarcity areas. Suggests that money 
should be spent on relief for ci-eatlng lasting assets.Also 
recommends that the centre should consult the State Govt* 
to evolve a plan of operations for developing permanent 
productive assets. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINIS.RSLIBF MBASt3HlS,0RGANIZATI0N,RAJASTHAN 
2U2 COMBATING DROtJGHT. Commerce 118,3033519695 1221. 
Siirveys the drought conditions in the different states of 
the country. The worst bit state is Rajasthan.warns that 
the good monsoon this year would not make up for the de-
ficiency caused by the drought. Suggests that considerable 
forward looking in the organisation of relief and advance 
planning for meeting challenge of such drought is needed. 
DROUGHTS & PAMINES,RSLIBP MEASURES,EVALUATION 
2ii-3 FOR A Coordinated plan to neet floods,drought. NA 19,351 
1971,11. 
The National Council of the Communist Party of India notes 
with serious concern that vast areas of Bihar,W8st Bengal, 
Orissa,Assam,UP and HP have once again ravaged by devasta-
ting floods while extensive areas of AP,Mysore.Maharashtra 
and Assam have been aflicted by serious drought. Says that 
this year's floods and drought have once again highlighted 
the inadequacy of official bureacratic machinery to cope 
with such great calamities and, therefore,demands an: ijiBiie-
diate sanction of adequate funds for the purpose. Appeals 
to all parties, organisation etc. to cooperate in rendering 
maximum possible relief to the affected people. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES, BEUBP MEASURES,EVAmATIOW, MAHARASHTRA 
2Mf PADGAONKAR(Dileep). Maharashtra after rain I*The peasant 
still suffers. T | 1973» ^U1F.26$ W c e . 
Describes the miserable and pit;iiat le conditons of peasants 
of drought stricken Maharashtra and gives detailed study 
of a particular faiaily. Points out meagre relief work and 
inadequate supply of foodgrains from the fair price shops. 
RAJASTHAN 
2k5 PROBtBM OF accounting famine excesses FS I970, Dec 26;^c-f. 
States that the threat of a long doought having been washed 
away by a delayed but continuous rainfall the State Govt, 
is now faced with the problem of making the Centre ratify 
the apparent excesses of famine relief budget during the 
last two years, Critici«es the State Govt, on the point 
that it has not prepared so far a plan to meet the situation 
though the drought is not a new thing in Ha;} as than. State 
Govt.submitted a memorandum to the centre to spell out the 
reason for the excess expenditure of Es. 351^^ crores made 
on famine* It is complained that relief works had never been 
taken up on the basis of necessity. The politics had played 
a great role in this regard. The Centre advised the State 
Govt, to accelerate the Canal construction as to solve, to 
a great extent, the problem of recovering famines in 
waster region. 
BAST INDIA 
2lf6 FEEDING THE hungry(Bd),T|. 1972,Sep 23$ i^- a. 
States that the promise of Mrs,Gandhi will bring some cheer 
to the hungry people of drought hit areas of Bihar and Oris^a 
But it is doubtful whether it will give ai^ immediate relief 
to them. Discusses the eroding purchasing power of the 
people and the samll number of fair price shops. Highlights 
the problem of unemployment created tor drought.Suggests 
that a network of ration shops should be vastly extended 
and the dealers delsarred from selling »*free" wheat or rice 
to reduce the scope for profiteering. 
tfl J. 
DROUGHTS & PAMINSS.RELIEP MEASURES.BVAHJATION, PRESS OPIKECffl 
TAMIL mm 
2k7 DROUGHT RBUEP work In Aranthangl. Hindu 1969tJun 26;|f-h. 
Describes th« Ijnpresslons of a party of pressmen who war a 
taken round to see various relief works in Ai^nthangl Pan-
chayat Union area recently that the money saiftioned toy the 
centre can not toe utilized fruitfully toefore^June 30 as 
the Government insist on it. Permission should be given 
to continue and complete tlie work in progress before Sep 30. 
States the salient features of the relief work in Arantbangl 
taluk i.e. the digging of big community wells. Suggests 
the exploitation of springs which had not dried up despite 
the worst drought. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES,RELIEF MEASUESS, PARTY PUIITICS, KERALA 
2kB FAMINE RELIEF denied for political reasons iDange accuses 
Centre of harassing UP governments New Age 15»22| 1967 
May 28}16. 
States that SA Dange blaimed the Central Government for 
its deliberate policy of choking the non-Congress Govts, 
to death by discriminating in the matter of sending ade-
quate foodgrains and providing famine relief. Dange Warns 
the Govt.against the introduction of party politics in 
this matter. Suggests that dehoardlng drive should be a 
adopted. Discusses thorougkily banking and revenue systems. 
Suggests relief from land revenue. 
DROUGHTS & FAMINES.RELIBF I'lEASURES,PARTY POLITICS, ORISSA 
2W9 MOHAKTI(DC). Orlssa drought affects one crore of people1 
Gallons ways of Swatantra Ministry. ^ 16,2^ * j1968|M-. 
Discusses the serious drought situation in Orlssa affecting 
almost the entire state.The extent of people's suffering 
is indicated by the large niMiber of starvation deaths. 
States that the Govt.is not paying attention to andwprove 
irrigation facilities and it has not taken any steps for 
the extension and development of agriculture.The gratuitous 
relief given ^ sqrfar is not worth mentioning.Describes ttet 
political pajWySwantantra-led Govt .and Swatantra and Jana 
Congress parties are trying to disturb the movement 
started by CPI,Kisan Sabha and the trade union. 
mOUGHTS & PAMIHES,BELISF MEASOBES,COMPARATIVS STODT 
250 SHITOI^(HaJ Rajendra MH). How to handle dry and wet famine? 
SI 37,6»1973599-100. 
Gives In detail the drawbacks as pointed out by the weekly 
Review of Bank of Baroda 2,21 dated 25.5*53 in handling 
famine condition,^ Justifies the old states in tackling the 
situation in a systematic order though!.the present Govt, 
both as the Centre and in state criticize the old Indian 
administration even while handling famine,alleging that 
the laws and pr^etiees of the old states do not suit demo-
cratic Government to handle famine. Suggests several 
measures which were taken in the old states and assearts 
that if these are incorporated in the present famine code 
or rules or plan most of the defects mentioned by the Bank 
of Baroda will be rectified. 
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